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ABSTRACT 
High Resolution Numerical Study of a Liquid Bridge Marangoni Flow with 
Applied Axial Magnetic Field for Low Prandtl Number Fluids 
by 
Yue Huang 
The Full Zone model of the thermocapillary (Marangoni) flow in a liquid bridge 
with an axial magnetic field, measured by the Hartmann number Ha, is studied using a 
Chebyshev spectral method for low Prandtl number fluids. By introducing a 2nd order 
vorticity transport formulation, high resolution Gauss-Lobatto grids can be used to 
investigate the strong stabilization effects from intermediate magnetic fields, which were 
impossible with previous formulations. The instability mechanism of the axisymmetric 
base flow is studied up to Ha=500 for Pr=0.001 and up to Ha=300 for Pr=0.02 using 
linear stability analyses. Over these parameter spaces, the base flow first transitions to 
three-dimensional stationary disturbances with different axial symmetries. Solutions from 
the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation show good agreement with previous studies 
on weak magnetic fields. This work provides better understanding of the 
magnetohydrodynamic flow in intermediate field strengths, as well as guidance for 
optically heated float-zone crystal growth processes. 
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Nomenclature 
b height/diameter aspect ratio of the Full Zone liquid bridge 
cp specific heat 
e r ,ee ,ez radial, azimuthal and axial direction unit vectors 
f electromagnetic body force 
j electric current density 
k thermal conductivity 
m azimuthal wave number 
q maximum heat flux of lateral heating 
r, 0, z radial, azimuthal and axial coordinates 
t time 
v velocity vector 
ALM,BLM,CLM Chebyshev polynomials coefficients for the stream function, vorticity 
and termperature 
B0 axial component of the magnetic flux density 
B magnetic flux density 
F (z) regularization function for the thermal boundary condition singularity 
Ha Hartmann number 
L, M radial and axial indices of the Chebyshev polynomials 
P pressure 
Pr Prandtl number 
R radius of the liquid bridge 
Rev/ thermocapillary Reynolds number (using the Full Zone model) 
Ren cr critical thermocapillary Reynolds number 
Rem magnetic Reynolds number 
T temperature 
T0 melting point of the liquid 
AT characteristic temperature difference 
TL , TM Chebyshev terms 
V characteristic viscous velocity 
Greek Symbols 
a regularization parameter 
r surface tension 
YO reference surface tension 
C 
conv Newton-Raphson iteration convergence threshold 
V dynamic viscosity 
Vp magnetic permeability 
V kinematic viscosity 
P density 
<7 electrical conductivity 
* electric potential function 
V stream function 
coe azimuthal component of vorticity 
superscript 
* dimensional variables 
subscripts 
r, 0, z radial, azimuthal and axial components in cylindrical coordinates 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
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single crystal 
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Figure 2.1.1 Sketch of the float-zone 
crystal growth process under 
terrestrial condition 
As an effort to model and 
understand the magnetohydrodynamic 
stabilization, the thermocapillary driven 
liquid bridge within a magnetic field is 
investigated numerically in this work. 
This problem arises from the float-zone 
crystal growth process (Figure 2.1.1), a 
method to produce crystals with the 
highest purity. The fundamental idea is 
to melt a cross-sectional region on a 
polycrystalline ingot by lateral heating, 
which may be achieved using an optical furnace. This molten region holds itself from 
spilling by surface tension, forming a liquid bridge. As the liquid bridge moves through 
the polycrystalline ingot, the melt may re-solidify as a single crystal if properly controlled. 
This process is usually done in vacuum or within an inert gas environment. Because the 
melt is never in contact with any crucible material as in the Czochralski crystal growth 
process, the final crystal contains minimal dissolved impurities, especially very low 
oxygen contamination. 
A flow is driven in this liquid bridge by the thermocapillary "force" at the free 
surface. This leads to undesirable instabilities such as periodic flow and three-
dimensional flow, which cause structural imperfections. The periodic flow also leads to 
uneven distribution of dopant for doped crystals (Eyer et al. 1985; Croll et al. 1994). 
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Fortunately, for electrically conducting liquids such as liquid metals and molten 
semiconductors, magnetic fields can be employed to stabilize the flow. When the liquid 
bridge is exposed to a magnetic field, electric current is induced in the conductive liquid. 
The flow motion is then damped by the Lorentz force. Therefore a magnetic field 
application aids in single crystal growth. 
A few float-zone crystal growth experiments have been conducted in previous 
studies. Robertson Jr. & O'Connor have grown dislocation-free gallium-doped silicon 
crystals using axial magnetic fields up to 0.5 Tesla (1986). Croll et al. found out that the 
thermocapillary (Marangoni) convection is the reason for the dopant striations which 
could be greatly reduced by application of an axial magnetic field (1994). Dold et al. 
obtained nearly striation-free crystals in doped silicon floating-zone experiments in axial 
magnetic field up to 0.5 Tesla (1998). By using axial magnetic fields up to 5 Tesla, Croll 
et al. further explored the possibility to completely suppress dopant striations caused by 
thermocapillary convection, but found another type of dopant striation emerged due to 
thermoelectromagnetic convection (1998). However, the float-zone crystal growth 
experiments are extremely difficult in general. One big challenge is to maintain the liquid 
bridge as a whole without spilling. Therefore the diameters of final crystals are greatly 
limited especially under terrestrial condition. It is also necessary to clean up the free 
surface during the experiments, because the molten materials may react with surrounding 
gases at such high temperature (Takagi et al. 2001). Furthermore, measurements to 
characterize the liquid bridge are also very difficult. Liquid metals are opaque making it 
impossible to observe the interior flow motion with traditional flow measurement 
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techniques. The surface temperature fluctuation is usually too small for pyrometer 
resolution. 
The hydrodynamics of lateral heated liquid bridges without magnetic field 
stabilization has motivated a large number of numerical studies. Several research groups 
have investigated the instability mechanism over a wide range of Prandtl numbers and 
aspect ratios (Wanschura et al. 1995; Chen et al. 1997; Levenstam et al. 2001). 
Shevtsova studied the effects of free surface deformation under different gravity 
conditions (2005). The Half Zone model was used in these research studies. In this model, 
a liquid region is confined between a hot plane (representing the liquid bridge mid-plane) 
and a cold plane (representing the melting or re-solidifying interface) simulating half of 
the liquid bridge. However, for the float-zone crystal growth modeling, the Half Zone 
model is less realistic than the Full Zone. The no-penetration and no-slip conditions at the 
mid-plane boundary stabilize the flow artificially. The isothermal mid-plane assumption 
is not a good approximation for even moderate convections. Therefore the Full Zone 
model was adopted in most recent studies on float-zone crystal growth. Kasperski et al. 
studied the Prandtl number influences on instability mechanism using a pseudospectral 
scheme (2000). Lappa investigated the influences of aspect ratio on instability, and found 
inconsistent instability mechanisms between the Full Zone and Half Zone models (2003). 
Houchens and Walker found out that the Half Zone was a reasonable approximation for 
small Prandtl numbers and near unity aspect ratio, but diverged from the Full Zone 
models at larger Prandtl numbers (2005). Gelfgat et al. investigated different types of 
thermal boundary condition at the free surface (2005). Bouizi et al. recently studied the 
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liquid bridge problem over a wide range of Prandtl number (Pr=10~ -10 ) using three-
dimensional nonlinear spectral computation (2007). 
Although intermediate to strong magnetic fields have been used in float-zone 
crystal growth experiments, modeling of the liquid bridge in a magnetic field is still a 
challenging topic. This is primarily due to the sheer number of variables and equations 
introduced by the electromagnetic field. The Maxwell's equations need to be solved 
simultaneously with the Navier-Stokes equations making both analytical and numerical 
studies very difficult. Baumgartl et al. first investigated the float-zone model including an 
axial magnetic field using three-dimensional time dependent finite difference method 
(1990). Their predictions on the first and secondary instabilities revealed the right trends 
but were quantitatively incorrect due to erroneous boundary conditions on electric current, 
no electric current conservation and insufficient grid resolution. Morthland and Walker 
studied the deformation of the free surface for both terrestrial and microgravity 
conditions with various magnetic orientations using the Half Zone model (1996). Prange 
et al. investigated the instabilities in the Half Zone liquid bridge with an axial magnetic 
field by linear stability theory (1999). They obtained numerically accurate results up to 
Ha= 15 for Pr=0.02, where Ha is the Hartmann number, which serves as a non-
dimensional measure of magnetic field strength. Combining the full numerical technique 
and the analytical study, Houchens proposed a multi-scale method to study liquid bridges 
within axial magnetic fields of weak to infinite strengths (2005). For the weak magnetic 
fields, results up to Ha= 100 was achieved for Pr=0.02 using a Chebyshev collocation 
scheme and linear stability analysis (Houchens & Walker 2010). In the limit of Ha —> oo , 
an analytical solution was obtained using an asymptotic analysis. Then it was proposed 
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that a hybrid solution would fill the intermediate magnetic fields gap by bridging these 
two extremes. This multi-scale concept was first validated in a Rayleigh-Benard 
isntabilty study with magnetic stabilization (Houchens et al. 2002). However, for the 
liquid bridge problem, it was found that Ha= 100 was not sufficiently large to match 
quantitatively to the hybrid solution. Therefore, an improved numerical scheme to 
improve the simulation capabilities was required. Li et al. recently investigated several 
numerical issues of Houchens and Walker's original formulation for weak magnetic 
fields and proposed two promising alternatives (2010). 
In this work, one of the above alternatives, the 2nd order vorticity transport 
formulation, is presented and further explored for magnetic field strengths in the 
intermediate range. The Full Zone of the liquid bridge with an axial magnetic field is 
studied for low Prandtl number fluids. A few assumptions are made to simplify this 
complicated system. The free surface of the liquid bridge does not deform, which is a 
good approximation for large surface tension liquids or a liquid bridge in microgravity 
conditions. The buoyancy is also neglected for microgravity conditions. The induced 
magnetic field in the melt is neglected for small magnetic Reynolds number. The 
instability mechanism is investigated using the normal mode linear stability analysis. 
Only non-axisymmetric disturbances are studied, since they are the dominant instability 
mechanism (Kasperski et al. 2000; Houchens & Walker 2005). To the author's 
knowledge, the liquid bridge with intermediate magnetic field strengths (up to Ha=500 
for /V=0.001, Ha=300 for Pr=0.02) is investigated numerically for the first time. 
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Chapter 2 Spectral Method for a Lateral Heated Liquid 
Bridge with Applied Axial Magnetic Field 
2.1 Full Zone Model of a Liquid Bridge 
\ \ 
B ; 
Figure 2.1.1 The Full Zone model of the laterally heated liquid bridge with a vertical 
free surface, confined by two rigid isothermal disks with an applied axial magnetic 
flux density B0* 
A Full Zone model of the lateral heated liquid bridge with applied axial magnetic 
field is depicted as Figure 2.1.1. The liquid bridge is bounded between two rigid disks at 
the top and bottom. These two disks are kept at melting point T* of the material and are 
electrically insulating. The cylindrical free surface is assumed to be vertical due to large 
surface tension and the microgravity environment. The diameter and height of this 
cylinder are 2R* and 2bR*, respectively, where b is the aspect ratio. The free surface is 
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heated axisymmetrically and is also electrically insulating. The heat flux into the melt in 
the radial direction is assumed to vary parabolically as 
u A r < ) . k — ;—- = q 
dr 
1 
/ * \ 2 
Z 
KbR-
2.1.1 
where q is the maximum heat flux into the melt. 
A constant external magnetic field is applied in the axial direction ez and has 
magnetic flux density B* = B*0ez (2.1.3d). Throughout, variables and properties with 
asterisk superscript have dimensions; those without are nondimensional. A flow is driven 
by the thermocapillary effect at the free surface, and is stabilized by the electromagnetic 
effect. 
The dimensional equations governing this problem in cylindrical coordinates are 
incompressible continuity (2.1.2a), the Navier-Stokes equations (2.1.2b), the energy 
equation neglecting viscous dissipation and Joulean heating (2.1.2c), conservation of 
charge (2.1.2d) and Ohm's law (2.1.2e). 
V -v =0 
P 
dv 
8t - + (v*-V*)v 
Y-7* n* *\~r*2 * r* = - V P +/u V V + f 
PCP 
dT 
dt* 
+(v . v ) r 
v \ r = o 
=k'v2r 
j = o- <p + v x B J 
2.1.2a 
2.1.2b 
2.1.2c 
2.1.2d 
2.1.2e 
The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian. The fluid properties involved are density p , 
dynamic viscosity / / , the specific heat cp, the thermal conductivity k* and the electrical 
conductivity cr*. The scalar quantities are the temperature T*, the pressure P* and the 
electric potential <f. The vector quantities are the velocity v* (2.1.3a), the body force per 
unit volume f* (2.1.3b), the electric current density j* (2.1.3c) and the magnetic flux 
density B* (2.1.3d). 
v =v re r+v,e,+v ze r 
J = JRER + J eee +7zez 
= FRER+ FE EE + FZ e z 2.1.3a,b 
B = V , 2.1.3c,d 
The electromagnetic effect is a body force term f * (2.1.4) in the Navier-Stokes 
equation (2.1.2b). 
f* = j x B * = j'0B'oer-frB'oed 2.1.4 
The magnetic Reynolds number Rem = pip<j*V*R* is assumed small. Therefore the 
magnetic field induced by electric currents can be neglected. //* is the magnetic 
permeability of the liquid. This reasonable approximation eliminates the three-way 
coupling between velocity field, electric field and magnetic field introduced by Ampere's 
law. Ohm's law is then simplified to 
J =cr 
d£_ 
V e+a 
1 DF 
r 80 
- v X ea+cr 
df 
' dz 
2.1.5 
The equations are nondimensionalized by introducing the appropriate characteristic 
scales. The characteristic length is the radius of the cylindrical melt region R*. With this 
scaling, the characteristic scales for time (R*2 / v'), viscous velocity (V* = // /(p*R*j) 
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and pressure ( p v 2 / R*2) come naturally, where the kinematic viscosity is v* = // / p . 
Temperature is scaled as 
where ro* is the melting temperature. AT*=q*R*/k* is the characteristic temperature 
difference. The characteristic electric current density can be defined as <J*V*B*0 from 
Ohm's law. Thus the characteristic electric potential function <F is given by V* B*0R* and 
the characteristic electromagnetic body force j x B* is given by crV*50*2. 
The nondimensional governing equations are 
continuity 
dv„ v„ 1 dvQ dv. + ^ = 0 
dr r r dO dz 
2.1.7a 
r -momentum 
dv. dvr v0 8vr v, dvr dP d vr —r- + vr—r- +——r-—- + v,—- = + —f 
dt dr r 88 r " dz dr dr 
1 dvr v + — + 
r dr i r1 de2 r1 de dz1 
v. + \d£ 
r dO 
2.1.7b 
6 -momentum 
dv0 , y fog | Vg foe 
dt r dr r d6 
VrVd dva dP_+d
2v, 
1 dva + — 
r dr r2 de2 
2 dvr H—r—L + 
r2 de 
dz 
dz2 
r 80 dr2 
d<f>' 
-Ha v a - - dr 
2.1.7c 
z -momentum 
dv. dv, va dv, - + vr 
dt dr r de 
+ v. 
dv. dP d2v, 1 dv, 1 d2v, d v. 
: + - - + 
dz dz dr2 r dr r1 dO1 dz1 
2.1.7d 
conservation of energy 
Pr 
dT dT vd dT dT — + Vr — + — — + vz — dt dr r de dz 
d T 1 dT 1 d2T d T 
r + + -T 7 + T dr2 r dr r2 de2 dz2 
2.1.7e 
conservation of charge 
dr r r de dz 
2.1.7f 
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. = J J l 
z az 
2.1.7g-i 
where 
Ha= B0R , 2.1.8a,b 
KM J 
The Hartmann number Ha (2.1.8a) indicates the ratio of the magnitude of the 
"electromagnetic forces" to the "viscous forces". Ha is proportional to the external 
magnetic field strength B* in this problem. 
The Prandtl number Pr (2.1.8b) is a material property which indicates thermal 
convection effectiveness relative to heat conduction in the fluid. For fluids with small 
Prandtl number (e.g. Prsi ~ 0.02 , PrCa ~ 0.02 , Pr = 0.001 ), heat diffuses very quickly 
compared to the momentum diffusivity, in other word, heat conduction is dominant over 
convection. 
The thermocapillary effect at the free surface drives a flow in the melt. The surface 
tension y* is assumed to be a linearly decreasing function of temperature. 
where —— is taken to be a negative quantity. The surface tension is weakest near the 
dT 
axial mid-plane (z* = 0) where the free surface is hottest. At the cooler ends of the melt, 
the surface tension is greatest, as shown by Figure 2.1.2. 
2.1.9 
11 
» dy* , . 
y + -L-rdz — dz 
cjl 
r 
T 
dz 
Figure 2.1.2 Axial surface tension variation and the corresponding response of the 
shear stress within the fluid 
The thermocapillary boundary condition can then be derived by balancing the 
dy* » surface tension gradient —V with a shear stress zrz acting just within the free surface in dz 
the axial direction ez (2.1.10a). 
» \ . dy 7 y +—Hrdz 
dz 
- y = 0 
r„ = 
dy 
dz 
2.1.10a 
2.1.10b 
The Newtonian constitutive relation and surface tension /* given by Equation 2.1.9 
are substituted into Equation 2.1.10b. Assuming the free surface is non-deformable 
yields v* = 0 at the surface. Therefore Equation 2.1.10b becomes 
y* is normalized by 
dy* _ d 
Kdr* dz ^ dz* dz* 
n 
, dy" 
dT 
{T'-r0) 
dy* dT* 
dT* dz* 
2.1.10c 
dy* 
dT 
AT*. Therefore the magnitude is arbitrary and can be set 
dy 
to — = -1 . The thermocapillary boundary condition becomes 
dT 
dv n dT —- = -Revz — at r = 1 dr dz 
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2.1. lOd 
where 
Revz = 
dy* 
dT 
A T* p* R* dy* 
dT 
a r 
ju V 
2.1.lOe 
M 
The thermocapillary Reynolds number Refz (2.1.10e) is a measure of the 
thermocapillary driving force over the viscous force. The "FZ" subscript refers to the 
"Full Zone" model. RefZ is proportional to characteristic temperature difference 
AT* =q*R* /k* or the maximum lateral heat flux q . While the viscous Reynolds number 
Re is proportional to characteristic flow velocity V* = jx / (p*R*). 
Similarly, the thermocapillary boundary condition (2.1.1 Id) in the azimuthal 
direction can be derived as follows (Figure 2.1.3 and Equations 2.1.1 la-c). 
1 dy* , * 
y +—~Lrr dO 
r de 
Figure 2.1.3 Azimuthal surface tension variation and the corresponding response of 
the shear stress within the fluid 
1 dy* y + 
r de 
r de - y = 0 2.1.11a 
1 dy 
Tr0 r* de* 
2.1.11b 
13 
*r6 =M 
dva 
, d 
dr 
f * \ 
\ r J 
+ -
r* 30 
1 dy 
r* 80 
dr 
ve „ 1 d T —- = ~Revz —— at r = 1 r 80 
2.1.11c 
2.1.lid 
In sum, the nondimensional boundary conditions are for a free surface ( r = 1) 
which is non-deformable (2.1.12a) and electrically insulating (2.1.12b), has a 
thermocapillary stress balance (2.1.12c,d) and experiences lateral heating (2.1.12e). 
v = 0 , 7 > 0 , 
3v, „ 3 r 
= -Revz — at r = 1 
dr dz 
2.1.12a-c 
^ e ve - Re ^ ^ ^ 
dr r TZ r d0' dr 
= 1 - at r =1 2.1.12d, e 
\ u / 
Boundary conditions at the top and bottom (z = ±b) are: no slip (2.1.13a,b), no 
penetration (2.1.13c), maintained at the melting temperature (2.1.13d) and electrically 
insulating (2.1.13 e). 
v r = 0 , v^  = 0, vz = 0, T = 0, jz= 0 at z = ±b 2.1.13a-e 
Notice as a Full Zone model, no temperature boundary condition is posed at the 
mid-plane (z = 0), unlike in the Half Zone. In Section 2.2, the additional constraint of z 
symmetry about mid-plane is assumed in the base flow. 
Thus, governing equations (2.1.7a-i) and boundary conditions (2.1.12q-e, 2.1.13q-e) 
comprise the mathematical model for the solution of the base flow and linear stability 
analysis of the cylindrical Full Zone. 
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2.2 Steady Axisymmetric Base Flow 
With sufficient magnetic damping, the flow driven by the thermocapillary effect 
will be steady (— = 0), axisymmetric ( — = 0) with zero azimuthal velocity component 
dt 50 
(vd0 = 0), and will exhibit symmetry in the axial direction. Successful float-zone crystal 
growth processing can only be done in this base flow state. The base flow variables are 
denoted with a subscript 0 to differentiate from the linear stability analysis variables 
(denoted with a subscript 1) in Section 2.5. 
With the base flow assumptions (steady state, axisymmetry — = 0 and v6() =0), 
d6 
the governing equations and boundary conditions are greatly simplified. The electric 
potential function (f){] reduces to a constant throughout the domain. Substituting jr (2.1.7g) 
and /0(2.1,7h) into the conservation of charge (2.1.7f) gives Laplace's equation for in 
cylindrical coordinates (2.2.1). 
d% | i a^p { 
dr2 r dr dz2 
Boundary conditions 2.2.2a and 2.2.2b for the above Laplace equation can be 
derived from 2.1.12b, 2.1.7g and 2.1.13e, 2.1.7i, respectively. 
d<j>o = 0 at r = 1 2.2.2a 
dr 
= 0 a t z = ±6 2.2.3b d(/>0 
dz 
The Laplace equation 2.2.1 with zero normal gradient boundary conditions 2.2.2a,b 
yields = constant throughout the domain. 
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The 6 -momentum equation (2.1.7c) and the azimuthal thermocapillary boundary 
condition (2.1.12d) drop out in the base flow formulation. The electric current density 
field is simplified to Equation 2.2.4a-c from Equation 2.1.7g-i. 
JrO = 0 , JzO = 0 > J 00 = "V rO 2.2.4a-c 
The unique solution domain is from 0< r < 1 and 0 < z < b due to z -symmetry and 
axisymmetry assumptions. 
All base flow governing equations and boundary conditions are listed here. 
continuity dVrO ,
 Vr0 8V z 0 + — + dr r dz = 0 2.2.5a 
dv 0 dv 0 r -momentum vr0 —— + v,0 —— 
dr 
dP0 2 2 S h 
dz dr dr r dr r dz 
z -momentum vr 0 
^zO 
dr 
• + v 
av z 0 
z 0 dz 
dP0 i d\0 11 avz0 | a2v20 
dz dr r dr dz 
2.2.5c 
energy Pr 
8Ta dTn 
vr 0 dr 
- + v„ 
dz 
d% | 1 dT0 | 8% 
dr r dr dz 
2.2.5d 
v - n / - n Rp 5 r» F ^ i 5 r 0 i 
dr dz dr \ u J 
at r = 1 2.2.6a-d 
vr0=0, vz0=0, T0= 0 , jz0 = 0 at z = ±b 2.2.6e-h 
where 
F(z) = 1 - exp -a 
H i 
\2 
2.2.7 
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A regularization function F(z) (2.2.7) is introduced in the thermocapillary 
boundary condition (2.2.6c) to remove the singularity at the corner (r,z) = (l,b). 
dr 
equals zero at (r, z) = (1,6) due to the boundary condition vz0 = 0 at z = b (2.2.6f), while 
the thermocapillary boundary condition without regularization (2.1.12c) gives, in general, 
a non-zero at this corner because the temperature gradient can be non-zero. 
dr dz 
The regularization function removes this singularity by multiplying by a function that 
decays quickly to zero as z approaches b but has very little effect on the rest of the 
boundary condition at r = 1. Ideally, a sufficiently large regularization parameter a is 
found so that increasing a further has no measurable effect on the flow, but the 
singularity is still removed. Tests on a dependence are shown in Section 3.3. 
The zero magnetic field case can be treated simply by setting Ha = 0 because of the 
nondimensionalization. However, because the azimuthal electric current je is directly 
proportional to the radial velocity vr in the base flow it appears that there is electric 
current flowing even for the Ha = 0 case, which cannot be true. This is simply a result of 
normalizing j with a*V*B*0. Thus, to produce the dimensional currents j*, the nonzero 
values of j are multiplied by <rV*B*0. However, for Ha = 0, B*0 = 0, giving j* = 0 as 
expected. 
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2.3 4 Order Stream Function Formulation 
The stream function y/ (2.3.1 a,b) was introduced into the base flow formulation 
(2.2.5a-d, 2.2.6a-h) earlier by Houchens (2005) as an effort to reduce 3 variables (v,., v, 
and T ) down to two (y/ and T ). 
1 dy/ 
v,„ = — -
r dz 
1 dy/ 
r dr 
2.3.1 a, b 
Continuity (2.2.5a) is satisfied automatically by Equations 2.3.1 a,b. The r and 
z momentum equations (2.2.5b,c) were cross differentiated and subtracted as 
~ ( r ~momentum)--^-(z-momentum) to eliminate pressure terms. After 2.3.la,b was 
substituted, this equation became a governing equation for stream function y/ . The 
energy equation 2.2.5d and boundary condition 2.2.6c are also reformulated in terms of 
y/. The resulting 4th Order Stream Function Formulation is listed below, with only two 
variables, stream function y/ and temperature T0. 
momentum 
dAy/ 2 d > 3 d2y/ d > 
drA r dr3 r2 dr2 r3 dr dr2dz2   
-Ha2 ^-b- + — 
 
2 dzy/ 1 dy/ 
dz r dr 
' d3y/ 
dr dz r drdz dz 
2 d> | d> 
r drdz2 5z4 
1 d y d y/ 
1 dy/ 
r dz 
a y 3 a y 3 dy/ | d y 2 d2y/ 
dr3 r dr2 r2 dr drdz2 r dz2 
= 0 
2.3.2a 
energy Pr 
1 dy/ dT 1 dy/dT 
r dz dr r dr dz 
d2T 1 dT d2T 
—T + + —2 dr r dr dz 
2.3.2b 
d2y/ dy/ dT dT 
dr1 dr 
-z-- = RevZ—F(z), — = 1 -dz dr 
at r = 1 2.3.2c 
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^ = 0, y/ = 0, T = 0 at z = b 2.3.2d 
dz 
where F(z) is the regularization function defined in 2.2.7. 
Cases with various Prandtl number Pr, Hartmann number Ha and aspect ratio b 
have been studied using the 4th Order Stream Function Formulation. For cases with an 
applied magnetic field, accurate results have been obtained for Ha up to 100 for 
Pr = 0.02 (Houchens & Walker 2010). 
Stronger magnetic fields {Ha on the order of hundreds to thousands) are used in 
experiments to damp flow motion, however the modeling effort in this range is 
challenging. The 4th Order Stream Function Formulation meets difficulty when Ha 
approaches 100 for Pr = 0.02 . Circles and wiggles appear in the flow field contours as 
an indication of insufficient numerical resolution. As the grid was increased to attempt 
solutions at higher Ha, the code failed to converge to a stable solution (Houchens & 
Walker 2010). The reason for the numerical difficulties above is explained as follows: 
When a stronger magnetic field is applied, stronger electromagnetic damping effects push 
up the critical thermocapillary Reynolds number for transition from steady axisymmetric 
flow. Meanwhile, the most significant flow is confined within a narrower layer near the 
free surface. Both result in larger velocity gradients, which require more terms in the 
series expansion to resolve accurately. For higher order Chebyshev terms, the 4th order 
derivatives can be seven or more orders of magnitude greater than the 1st derivatives. 
Take the 100th Chebyshev term Tm (r) = cos[l00*arccos(r)] for example, 7^ 00 (r = 0.9) 
= 0.78, 7^'00(r = 0.9) = 140.9, 7700(r = 0.9) = 3.98xl04 , 7 ^ ( r = 0.9) = 7.83xl06 and 
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(r = 0.9) = 1.87xl09. The 1st to 4 derivatives are in the same momentum equation 
(2.3.2a), and 1st and 3rd derivatives appear nonlinearly. From the numerical aspect, this 
momentum equation becomes poorly balanced when there are many terms in the 
expansion, which leads to large computational errors. In other words, higher order 
Chebyshev derivatives of the Chebyshev polynomials restrict the number of terms that 
can be used in the series, and therefore strong magnetic field cases cannot be studied. 
2.4 2nd Order Vorticity Transport Formulation 
With the goal of lowering the Chebyshev derivatives in the momentum equation, 
the 2nd Order Vorticity Transport Formulation is introduced in this work. The base flow 
momentum equation is reformulated down to a 2nd order partial differential equation 
(2.4.2b) by introducing the azimuthal vorticity co0. 
coa =• 
All governing equations of the 2nd Order Vorticity Transport Formulation are listed 
dvr dv2 
dz dr 
2.4.1 
here. 
1 d2y/ 1 dy/ 1 d2y/ 
coe= ~ 5 1 r r dr r dr r dz 
2.4.2a 
1 dy/ dme coe 1 dy/ dcog 
r dz dr r r dr dz 
= d coe | 1 dcoe | d coe (og Ha dy/ 2 4 2fe 
dr2 r dr dz2 r2 r dz2 
Pr 
1 dy/ dT 1 dy/ dT 
r dz dr r dr dz 
A d2T 1 dT d2T + + -
dr r dr dz 
2.4.2c 
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Continuity is still satisfied by the stream function, and now a relation between the 
vorticity and stream function (2.4.2a) is applied. Conservation of momentum is given by 
(2.4.2b) and conservation of energy (2.4.2c) remains unchanged. 
The boundary conditions are 
d2y/ dy/ 
dr2 dr 
dy/ 
= Re FZ 
dT_ 
dz 
F(z), dT_ 
dr 
= 1 - at r = 1 
\u / 
dz 
= 0, y/ = 0, T = 0 at z = b 
2.4.2d-f 
2.4.2g-i 
where F(z) is the regularization function defined in Equation 2.2.7. 
One acceptable drawback of the 2nd Order Vorticity Transport Formulation is that it 
is a 3 variable representation {y/, coe and T), compared to 2 variables (y/ and T) in the 
4th Order Stream Function Formulation. In other words, there is an additional price 
associated with storing and solving larger matrices for better accuracy. However, the 
memory usage and CPU time is acceptable, even without parallel processing. 
To investigate r and z symmetries, a cutting plane on the r and z axes and 
passing through (r,z) = (0,0) is introduced (Figure 2.4.1). 
Figure 2.4.1 Investigation of the r and 
z symmetries using a cutting plane 
Table 2.4.1 The r and z symmetries 
of the base flow variables 
variable r symmetry z symmetry 
¥ even odd 
% odd odd 
T even even 
Vr odd even 
Vz even odd 
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The base flow variables have r and z symmetries as shown in Table 2.4.1. One 
may see the even r symmetry of yr this way: the actual stream function y/ isosurfaces 
are shaped like torroids (donuts). Both streamlines A and B in Figure 2.4.1 are on the 
same y/ isosurface with the same value. Therefore yr is even in r. Streamlines A and D 
in Figure 2.4.1 rotate in oppose directions, therefore y/ changes sign from A to D. <// is 
odd in z . coe is a vector quantity which changes sign when direction changes. It has odd 
symmetry in both r and z . Symmetries for temperature T and velocity components v,. 
and vz are straightforward, and the latter can be verified using (eq 2.4.1) or (2.4.2a). 
Notice that the concept of even and odd does not formally hold to the radial 
direction. The analysis is better described in a Cartesian coordinate system with 
x = rcosd, y = rsm0 and z = z . Since axisymmetry is assumed, this cutting plane is 
defined in the 0 = 0 and 0 = n plane and the z axis without losing generality. The 
positive x direction is coincident with 0 = 0 ( x = r ), the negative x direction is 
coincident with 0 = n ( x = -r ). 
Behaviors of y/, a>e and T as they approach the r = 0 singularity are investigated 
using the Method of Frobenius (Appendix A). Results of this analysis are as follows. The 
Taylor series expansion (TSE) for y/ involves only even powers of r starting with r2, 
the TSE for cog involves only odd powers of r starting with r, and the TSE for T 
involves only even powers of r starting with . 
The base flow variables y/ , coe and T are then discretized using Chebyshev 
polynomials 
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V 
' z^ 
v by 
/V/?, NZ, 
= r 2 Y ! L A u , T 2 L { r ) T 2 
L=QM=0 
'Z^ 
2 M + 1 
coa 
. 0) L=QM=0 
/ \ m NZ-, 
Z > 1 ~ 
i=oM=o 
v^y 
2M 
2.4.3a 
2.4.3b 
2.4.3c 
where T2L(r) is the even Chebyshev term in the radial direction, and T2M+](—) and b 
2 
T2M (—) are the odd and even Chebyshev term in the axial direction, respectively. For all 
b 
three variables, only even or odd Chebyshev terms are used for both axial and radial 
components due to their axial and radial symmetries. This reduces the computational cost 
to one fourth, or equivalently improves the numerical resolution by four fold. Factors of 
r my/ and coe are introduced by the Method of Frobenius corresponding to their 
behaviosr near r = 0 . 
The domain 0 < r < 1 and 0 < z < b 
is discretized using the Gauss-Lobatto 
grid points which weight the finest 
resolution toward the free surface and 
the top wall, where it is most needed in 
this problem (Figure 2.4.2). Figure 2.4.2 A 20 x 20 Gauss-Lobatto 
grid 
A finer "flow grid" (2.4.4a,b) is adopted for the vorticity-stream function 
relationship (2.4.2a), momentum equation (2.4.2b) and the boundary conditions for y/ 
and ^(2.4.2d,e,g,h). 
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rw = cos IF 2.4.4a 
zKF =b*cos[ K F * n | for KF = 0,1,2,...,NZF KF \2 *NZF,  
2.4.4b 
A coarser "temperature grid" is used for the energy equation (2.4.2c) and 
temperature boundary conditions (2.4.2f,i). 
The temperature grid is coarser than the flow grid (NRT < NRF and NZT < NZF). 
In low Pr flows, conduction is dominant over convection and the temperature field has 
much smaller gradients as compared to the flow field. Fewer Chebyshev polynomial 
terms are needed to resolve the temperature field than the flow field. Therefore fewer grid 
points are needed for the temperature field to balance the degrees of freedom in the 
Chebyshev polynomial expansions. 
The number of equations and Chebyshev polynomial degrees of freedom (number 
of unknowns ALM's, BLM's and Cm 's in Equations 2.4.3a-c) are then balanced by 
properly assigning boundary conditions. Boundary conditions at r = 1 (2.4.2d-f) are 
applied at Gauss-Lobatto collocation points excluding (r, z) = (1,6) . Boundary conditions 
at z = b (2.4.2g-i) are applied using orthogonality of the Chebyshev terms. Using 
orthogonality is a stronger constraint than discretization at collocation points. Details of 
this application are given in Appendix B. The summation limits of the Chebyshev 
polynomial series are now determined as shown in Equations 2.4.6a-c. 
r,T = cos IT 2.4.5a 
f KT*n i 
zKT=b*cos for KT = 0,1,2,...,NZT KT ,2 *NZT,  
2.4.5b 
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V 
r z^ 
v b j 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
2M+1 
v Oy 
1=0 M=0 
NZF 
2W+1 
i=0 W=0 
\ u / 
v^y 
/ \ M f f NZT 
2 M 
1=0 A/=0 \ u / 
2.4.6a 
2.4.6b 
2.4.6c 
The momentum equation (2.4.2b) and the energy equation (2.4.2c) have non-linear 
advection terms. To linearize them the Chebyshev polynomial coefficients are written as 
AM = A.J + A /^JW > BIM = B,J + AB [M , CLM = C ' + AC 'LM 2.4.7a-c 
where primed terms are taken to be known initial guesses at the true values of the ALM 's, 
BLM 's and CLM 's, and the A terms are corrections to these guesses. The Chebyshev 
polynomials 2.4.6a-c with Equations 2.4.7a-c applied are then substituted into all 
governing equations (2.4.2a-c) and boundary conditions(2.4.2d-i). Any O^A2) term is 
dropped out as it quickly becomes negligible in the Newton-Raphson iteration. The result 
is a linear system with A A M 's, ABIM 's and A C M 's as unknowns. 
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cross differentiated momentum equation 
if - o)6 relationship 
energy equation energy equation 
i// = 0 at r = 1 
dr dr dz ^ dr fZdz (> 
dz 
i// = 0 at z = b 
^ l - f i Y a t r = l 
l id . 
T = 0 at z = b 
M . , 0 
M.,1 
,/VZF+l 
AA,„ 
AA NRF+\,NZF+1 
AS0,0 
AB01 
^BQ.NZF 
AB]0 
^^ AfPC- W7C 
AC0,0 
AC0>1 
AC 
A Clj0 
AC„ 
Figure 2.4.3 Schematic of the linear system with unknowns A/i^,'s, ABiM 's and 
AC^ 's (not to scale). 
Figure 2.4.3 shows this linear system schematically. The left hand side contains the 
coefficient matrix and the unknowns vector. All terms containing initial guesses A'LM 's, 
B'LM 's and CLM 's are on the right hand side. Please refer to Equations A.28 and A.32-
A.39 in Appendix C for the complete list of equations. 
The coefficient matrix is a square dense matrix. Each row in the coefficient matrix 
corresponds to either one grid point where one governing equation or boundary condition 
is applied, or one orthogonality term from one boundary condition. Each column in the 
coefficient matrix corresponds to one correction term (AAM , ABM or ACLM for certain 
L and M). Shaded areas represent zeroes. 
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The unknowns vector is composed of all Chebyshev polynomial coefficients 
correction terms AAIM 's, ABLM 's and A C M 's. The unknowns vector has a length of 
NT0 = (NRF + 2)*(NZF + 2) + (NRF + l)*(NZF + \) + (NRT + \)*(NZT + \) 2.4.8 
which is determined by the total number of Chebyshev polynomial terms for y/, coe and 
T . Dimensions of the coefficient matrix and the right hand side knowns vector are 
NT0 x NT0 and NT0, respectively. 
The ALM 'S, BLM 'S and CM 's are solved using the Newton-Raphson iterative 
technique. Once AAM 's, ABLM 's and ACM 's have been solved, the ALM 's, BLM 's and 
CM's are corrected with Equations 2.4.7a-c, which become the new A, J's, B,J 's and 
CuJ 's for the next iteration. At each iteration an LU decomposition and back 
substitution is performed over the coefficient matrix. The iteration converges when the 
ratio of correction terms divided by the guess values drops below a predetermined scom. 
Z K I + Z f e K Z I ^ I conv 
where scom is a very small number (for example sconv = 0.5 x 10~10). 
Iterations are started with an almost stagnant flow field by setting a small 
thermocapillary Reynolds number Retc <1. Physically this corresponds to a small 
thermocapillary driving force at the free surface. The initial guesses are then rather 
simple to set. These are no flow (A L J = BLJ = 0 for all L and M), and a parabolically 
varying temperature field between the mid-plane and top boundary ( C00' = 0.5 , 
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C01' = -0.5 and all other CIM' = 0). Once the ALM 's, BIU 's and CLU 's have been solved 
for this small Retc, these coefficients become the initial guesses for a larger Refz case and 
the new ALM 's, BLM 's and CIM 's are then found, and so on so forth. In this way the flow 
is ramped up to the desired Re fz-
The base flow code is written in Fortran 90. LU decomposition and back 
substitution are performed using the LAPACK (Anderson et al. 1999) routine DGESV 
(Intel 2008). Most cases were run on the Shared University Grid at Rice (SUG@R 2008). 
Notice the 4th order stream function formulation and the 2nd order vorticity transport 
formulation are used for the base flow only. A separate 4-variable formulation is used in 
following linear stability analysis as discussed below. 
2.5 Normal Mode Linear Stability Analysis 
The temporal stability of the base flow to infinitesimal three-dimensional 
disturbances is studied using normal model linear stability analyses. 
For variables with nonzero base flow components ( v r , vz, P, T and je), the 
following form of disturbance is assumed 
£(r,6^z,/) = 4 ( r , z ) + £-Real{exp(/U + /m6>)^,(r,z)} for £ = vr,vz,P,T and je 2.5.1a 
The first and second terms on the right hand side of Equation 2.5.1a are the base 
flow component and the perturbation, respectively, e is an infinitesimal quantity, and m 
denotes the wave number in the azimuthal direction. Note m is a real integer because the 
wave must complete itself as it travels through 9 = 0 In. Also a " -m wave" is the 
same as a "+m wave" due to the symmetric nature of waves, therefore it is sufficient to 
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investigate only non-negative integer value of m . Axisymmetric disturbances are given 
by m = 0, and are not treated here. These disturbances have been shown to occur at 
thermocapillary Reynolds numbers several orders of magnitiude above the critical values 
for three-dimensional disturbances, for the Full Zone without magnetic stabilization 
(Wanschura et al. 1995; Kasperski et al. 2000; Houchens & Walker 2005). The 
eigenvalue A = AR+IA[ is complex in general. 
For variables with zero base flow components (v 0 , (j), jr and jz), the following 
form of disturbance is assumed 
£(r,6,z,t) = sReal jexp(At + im#)i£j(r,z)j for C, = ve,(/>,jr and jz 2.5.2a 
If all eigenvalues (/I 's) have negative real parts {i.e. reside in the left half of the 
complex domain), the base flow is stable and the perturbation will decay in time. If any 
eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis of the complex domain to the right {i.e. its real part 
becomes positive), the base flow is unstable and the disturbance will grow in time. 
Neutral stability is achieved when \ = 0 for one eigenvalue ( \ = 0 ) or a pair of 
eigenvalues ( \ * 0 ) and all other eigenvalues have \ < 0 (are stable). If \ = 0, the 
base flow will transition to a stationary flow. If \ * 0, it will transition to a periodic flow. 
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sin(/w#) = l 
electric current v ' 
perturbation paths cos(m6>) = 0 
velocity perturbation paths 
sin(m#) = 0 
./ cos(w#) = l 
Figure 2.5.1 Perturbations in the azimuthal direction for m = 1 (top view, not to 
scale) 
Figure 2.5.1 shows how the perturbation flow and electric current behave in the 
azimuthal direction (wave number m = 1 in this example). Black dotted lines denote the 
fluid paths. Because vgx goes as sin(m<9) (Equation 2.5.2b), the flow is maximum where 
sin (md} = ±1 (the red planes), and no flow crosses the black planes where sin(/w6') = 0. 
Red dotted lines denote the electric circuits. Because jgi goes as cos (md) (Equation 
2.5.1b), the electric current is maximum where cos[md) = ±1 (the black planes), and no 
electric current perturbation crosses the red planes where cos(m0) = O . Note the 
axisymmetric base flow electric current jgo crosses the red planes. In addition, where 
cos(m6>) = 0 (red planes in Figure 2.5.1) vH, vzl, P], Tx and je] are zero, therefore vr, 
vz, P , T and jg are unchanged from the base flow state. On cos(mO) = ±1 planes 
(black planes in Figure 2.5.1) vr], vzl, , Tx and jm reach their maximum magnitudes. 
The governing equations and boundary conditions for the linear stability analysis 
are derived by substituting the normal mode representations (Equation 2.5.1a and 2.5.2a) 
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into Equations 2.1.7a-i, and dropping terms that are satisfied by the base flow (Equations 
2.2.5a-d and boundary conditions 2.2.6a-h) or are of order e 2 . These equations and 
boundary conditions are further reformulated to arrive at a 4th order, 4-variable 
formulation in vrX, vzl, Tx and ^ (Equations B.3a-n). Please refer to Appendix D for this 
procedure. 
Spatial behaviors of the perturbation variables as r -> 0 are investigated by 
comparing their normal mode forms (Equation 2.5.1a and 2.5.2a) to their Taylor series 
expansions. The result of this analysis shows the perturbation variables go to zero as 
vH ~rm~x +rm+] +rm + i +••• 2.5.3a 
vex~rm'x +rm+l +rm+i +••• 2.5.3b 
vzl ~rm +rm+2 +rm+4 +••• 2.5.3c 
Px ~rm +rm+2 +rm+* +••• 2.5.3d 
Tx ~ rm + rm+2 + rm+A + ••• 2.5.3e 
jrX ~ rm l +rm+1 +rm+3 H— 2.5.3f 
jgx ~ rm~[ + rm+l + rm+i H— 2.5.3g 
jzX ~ rm +rm+2 +rm+4 H— 2.5.3h 
<j>x ~rm +rm+2 +rm+A +••• 2.5.3i 
The above equations (2.5.3a-i) also reveal the r symmetry of every perturbation 
variable for a given m. 
Two types of z symmetry disturbances are investigated in this work. For the 
"symmetric mode", the perturbation variables have the same z symmetry as the 
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corresponding base flow variables. For the "anti-symmetric mode", the perturbation 
variables have the opposite z symmetry as the corresponding base flow variables. They 
are summarized in Table 2.5.1. Any disturbance of combination of these two symmetry 
modes has a higher critical Re fz than the smaller Rey? of these two. In order to reduce the 
computational cost, two sets of linear stability code are developed for those two z 
symmetry modes, so that only half of the liquid bridge is simulated. 
Table 2.5.1 Axial z symmetries of the perturbation variables 
perturbation variable z symmetry in symmetric mode 
z symmetry in 
anti-symmetric mode 
Vrl even odd 
even odd 
Vzl odd even 
Px even odd 
Tx even odd 
J'r 1 even odd 
Je I even odd 
Jz 1 odd even 
A even odd 
A NRxNZ Gauss-Lobatto collocation grid is adopted for the linear stability 
analysis. Since r and z symmetries of the variables are known, the Chebyshev 
polynomial expansiosn for the perturbation variables are therefore determined. 
For the symmetric mode the expansions are 
NR+1 NZ f \ 
= r m - ' Y Y A L M T 2 L { r ) T 2 M -
L=0 M= 0 J 
2.5.4a 
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NR NZ+1 
L=0 M=0 
NR NZ 
2M+\ 
L=0 M=0 
NR NZ 
^ = r m J J Y , D L M T 2 L { r ) T 2 M 
L=0 M=0 
2.5.4b 
2.5.4c 
2.5.4d 
For the anti-symmetric mode the expansions are 
NR+1 NZ 
= r m ~ l Z l l A M T 2 L ( r ) T 2 
'z^ 
2M+1 
L=0 M= 0 
M? JVZ+1 
V^/ 
L=0 M = 0 
AT? NZ 
\ u / 
2A/+1 
I = 0 M = 0 
M? NZ 
\u / 
2 M + 1 
L=0M=0 
2.5.5a 
2.5.5b 
2.5.5c 
2.5.5d 
v17/ 
The only difference between these two modes in above expansions is that the 
expansions in the z direction are either even (T2M — ) or odd (T2M+l 
b \ u b \ u j 
The summation limits of the Chebyshev polynomial expansions in Equations 2.5.4 
a-d and 2.5.5a-d are determined by matching to the number of equations applied at each 
collocation point or boundary. This is a very similar process as that carried out for the 
base flow variables in Appendix B. 
The four variables formulation for the linear stability analysis (Equations B.3a-n) is 
discretized by substituting in the Chebyshev polynomials expansions (Equation 2.5.4a-d 
or 2.5.5a-d) and rearranging. All governing equations and boundary conditions reduce to 
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0 = 0 at r = 0 and z = 0. Similar to the base flow analysis, the equations are expanded 
and leading order nonzero terms are kept and serve as higher order constraints. These 
discretized governing equations and boundary conditions (Equations B.4a-p) make up the 
generalized eigenvalue problem 
AM x = ABM x 2.5.6 
where AM and BM are real, non-symmetric, dense matrices. A is the eigenvalue, x is 
the eigenvector which consists of all ALM 's, Bm 's, CLM 's arid DLM 's. 
For some fixed Pr and Ha, the goal is to find the smallest Refz the critical 
thermocapillary Reynolds number ReFz,Cr) which gives a neutral stability solution 
(Ag^  =0) . This Rerz Cr is the smallest among all ReFZ'S for all wave number nCS and for 
both symmetric and anti-symmetric perturbations. Once ReFz,cr is found, the instability 
mechanism for this case is determined. For example, if Retca =2,629.82 and Al = 0 is 
found at an mcr = 2 anti-symmetric perturbation for Pr = 0.02 and Ha = 10, physically 
this shows the base flow is most likely to transit to a stationary (A1 = 0, not periodic 
A[ * 0 ) anti-symmetric perturbation flow with an azimuthal wave number 2 (a 3-D 
disturbance) at the thermocapillary Reynolds number 2,629.82 for Pr = 0.02 and 
Ha=10. 
However the procedure for finding Refz,ct is not straightforward because Re^z and m 
are input parameters while A is an output. For some fixed Pr and Ha, the following steps 
are taken for both symmetric and anti-symmetric perturbations: (1) Run the base flow for 
a few I ^ F Z ' S , where Re FZ'S are properly chosen to bound Re FZ,ct in Step 2. (2) Solve 
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eigenvalue problems 2.5.6 for a range of m's using the base flow results from Step 1. 
Find one unstable Refz,u (leading > 0 and all other A^ 's < 0) and one stable Refz,s 
(leading / l R S < 0 ) for an mcr, while all other m's give stable Revz's. Refz,ct is then 
bounded by this unstable ReFz,u and stable RefZ,s at this mcr. (3) Predict Refz,ct from the 
two sets {ReFZ,U, \ t J ) and (Refz,s and AR s ) in the Retc - X space using the secant 
method. Denote the predicted value as Refz,3. (4) Run the base flow at Refz,3 (5) Solve for 
the leading eigenvalue Xi at Refz,3 using the shifted inverse iteration method. (6) Repeat 
Steps (3) to (5) using three sets (Refz,u, ) , (Refz,s and \ s ) and (Refz,3 and Xi), 
always throwing out the set which is farthest from neutral stability. The iteration stops 
when Re fz converges to Re?z,cx-
The shifted inverse method in Step 5 above is based on an iterative method for 
finding the eigenvalue with the smallest modulus and its corresponding eigenvector (Saad 
1992). A shift equaling is included to track the eigenvalue with the smallest 
modulus relative to this shift. This ensures that the leading eigenvalue is always tracked. 
The linear stability analysis code is written in Fortran 90. Routine RGG in 
EISPACK (Anderson et al 1999) and routine DGGEV in LAPACK (Anderson et al. 
1999) are used to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem 2.5.6. LU decomposition and 
back substitution in the shifted inverse method are performed using the LAPACK routine 
DGETRF, DGETRS, ZGETRF and ZGETRS (Anderson et al. 1999). Most cases were 
run on the Shared University Grid at Rice (SUG@R 2008). 
Once the eigenvector x for neutral stability is solved, the Chebyshev polynomial 
coefficients A[JV[ 's, BLM 's, Cm 's and DLM 's are known. Therefore perturbation variables 
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can be computed directly. Contours of perturbation variables are plotted on a uniform 
101x101 grid. In order to show their maximum magnitudes, contours of v r l, vzl, Px, Tx 
and jex are plotted at 0 = 0, and contours of vex, <f>{, jrX and jzX are plotted at 6 = 
7t 
2m 
2.6 Energy Analysis 
The dot product of the perturbation velocity vector (vr],v6)1,vz]) with the time-
dependent momentum equations (2.1.7b-d) gives energy evolution equations for vrX, v( 
2 . ,2 
e\ 
and vzl. 
1 
2 dt 
2 dvr0 dvr0 1 -v , — — — V ,v , —— — H dr rX zl dz 2 
d(v2rl) d(SrX) 
rO dr 
- + v. z 0 dz 
—v., + diffusive terms 
dr 
1 d(v2zX) 
2 dt 
dv zO „ 2 ^ z O 
dr dz 
dR 
rO dr 
- + v z 0 dz 
dz 
+ diffusive terms 
2.6.1a 
2.6.1b 
Note energy evolution equations for v2gx drops out due to vg{) = 0. Individual terms 
on the right hand sides of Equation 2.6.1 a,b are computed to investigate the energy 
transfer from the base state to the perturbation. 
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Chapter 3 Results and Discussions 
In this work, simulations have been carried out for small Pr 's, over small to 
intermediate Ha\ ( Pr = 0.02 Ha = 0~ 300 , Pr = 0.001 Ha = 0 - 5 0 0 ) using the 2nd 
order vorticity transport formulation (Section 2.4). The float-zone aspect ratio b is 1 
throughout (height = diameter). 
3.1 Stationary Three-Dimensional Anti-symmetric Instability 
for Pr=0.02 
For Pr = 0.02 the base flow first transitions to three-dimensional, anti-symmetric, 
stationary disturbances, for all magnetic field strengths over the range Ha = 0 ~ 300 . 
Note that "anti-symmetric disturbances" are disturbances with opposite z-symmetries as 
compared to the base flow components (Table 2.5.1). The "stationary disturbances" are 
disturbances not changing in time. In contrast, for "periodic disturbances", pulsating 
flows would be observed in time. 
Figure 3.1.1 shows the Refz - Ha critical curve for Pr = 0.02 with aspect ratio 
b = 1. The region under this critical curve corresponds to the axisymmetric stationary 
base flow. Above this curve, the base flow first transitions to a three-dimensional anti-
symmetric, stationary disturbance. 
A portion of the sub-critcal curve for the symmetric disturbance mode is also 
plotted in Figure 3.1.1 as a comparison. It is always above the anti-symmetric curve, and 
increases more rapidly, which physically means the base flow is more likely to transition 
to the anti-symmetric disturbances. Notice that once the flow has transitioned to an anti-
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symmetric disturbance, the critical curve for a second transition is different than the sub-
critical curve shown in Figure 3.1.1. 
Ha 
Figure 3.1.1 The critical Re?z - Ha curve with stream function contours (i,/*=0.02, 
b=1. Please refer to Appendix I for Re fz values.) 
This Re fz versus Ha critical curve demonstrates the strong stabilization effect of the 
magnetic field. Note Re fz and Ha are proportional to the thermocapillary driving force 
and the applied magnetic field, respectively. When no magnetic field is applied (Ha = 0), 
the critical Re fZ is merely 1,547. The critical Re fz quickly increases to 259,068 as Ha 
reaches 300. In other word, stronger magnetic fields stabilize the flow so that more 
driving energy can be put in before the base flow transitions to a disturbance. In float-
zone crystal growth process, it is essential to maintain the base flow state in order to grow 
a single crystal with good structural properties and more uniform distribution of dopant 
(Eyer et al. 1985; Croll et al. 1994). Figure 3.1.1 provides a guideline for the required 
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field strength to avoid transition. The magnetic fields shown are within the pratical range 
of strengths for semiconductor crystal growth. 
The thumbnails in Figure 3.1.1 show base flow stream function contours for various 
Ha 's at their critical ReFZ, respectively. Stream function "cells" develop due to the 
electromagnetic forces and the viscous effects. These cells are actually toroids (doughnut-
shaped) in three-dimension. When no magnetic field is present, the base flow has only 
one cell in the upper half of the liquid bridge which extends from r = 0 ~ 1. At Ha = 5, a 
secondary cell is forming, though not fully developed. While ziHa = 300, the primary 
cell is compressed towards the free surface with a thickness of about 10% of the radius, 
and 6 more cells have fully developed in the interior. Above each point on the critical 
curve is the azimuthal wave number m. As m increases, the perturbation flow is confined 
within thinner wedges in the azimuthal direction { 8 = 71/171). 
Ha 
Figure 3.1.2 Stream function extreme value in each cell indicates that the most 
significant flow is near the free surface (Pr=0.02, b=1, at the critical Re?z's) 
The stream function extremum of each cell is shown in Figure 3.1.2. From the free 
surface to the interior, the stream function extrema in each cell is one to two orders of 
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magnitude smaller than its outer neighbor. This indicates that the most significant flow is 
within the first few cells near the free surface. Maximum magnitudes in Cells 3 to 7 are 
less than 1% of the value in the primary cell (Cell 1). Therefore these regions can be seen 
as a stagnant inner region. In addition, at its cricital Re fz, the stream function extremum 
in each cell slightly increases as Ha grows. In other words, the flow in the liquid bridge is 
enhanced at the point of instability, though it is also confined within narrower cells. This 
is another indication that due to the electromagnetic stabilization effects, stronger 
thermocapillary driving potential is allowed before instabilities occur. 
Representative Example: /Y=0.02, Ha=50 
Figure 3.1.3 Base flow stream function contours (left) and isotherms (right) (Pr=0.02, 
Ha=50, at the critical Re¥Z=21,880) 
Figure 3.1.3 are the stream function contours and the temperature contours of the 
base flow at the critical Re^z for Pr = 0.02 and Ha = 50. They qualitatively represent the 
base flow behavior over Ha = 0 ~ 300 for Pr = 0.02 , plus or minus additional cells. 
Clockwise, the right, bottom, left and top sides are the free surface, mid-plane, r - 0 axis 
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and the top solid boundary of the liquid bridge, respectively. Other parameters includes: 
the flow grid size rxz = 70x100, the temperature grid size rxz = 40x40 , the 
regularization parameter a = 1000 and the stability grid rxz = 40x40. 
The stream function contours (the left figure in Figure 3.1.3) show trajectories of 
fluid particles in the base flow. Red lines are the zero contours, which divide out "cells". 
A primary cell, rotating counterclockwise, develops near the free surface due to the 
thermocapillary driving force and subjects to the electromagnetic damping. The 
thermocapillary effect drives an upward flow (in the positive z direction) near the free 
surface. This flow has to turn inward at the upper right corner (r ,z) = (l , l) . Within a 
magnetic field in the positive z direction, flow in the negative r direction induces electric 
current in the positive 6 direction (into the paper). This electric current leads to a Lorentz 
force exerted in the positive r direction, therefore the flow has to turn downward. In short, 
the electromagnetic forces always oppose motions in the r direction. The flow then 
circulates to complete the primary cell. 
A secondary cell develops due to the viscous effect. It rotates clockwise, opposite to 
the primary cell. Because of the electromagnetic damping, the secondary cell is also 
confined in the r direction ( r = 0.35 ~ 0.72 ). Similarly, a third cell develops in the 
interior. 
The most significant flow is within the first couple of cells near the free surface, as 
indicated by the values of the contours and the local extrema (the later of which are 
denoted by the red dots and the dark blue x). 
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The isotherms (the right figure in Figure 3.1.3) are smooth and similar to those in 
the no-flow case, indicating that the temperature field is dominated by conduction. The 
isotherms near the free surface bend slightly due to convection. 
Figure 3.1.4 Perturbation velocity vectors in 0 = 0 and 0 = n/4 planes 
superimposed on base flow streamlines (green: perturbation reinforces the base flow, 
red: perturbation opposes the base flow, Pr=0.02, Ha=50, at the critical Refz=21,880, 
anti) 
In Figure 3.1.4, the perturbation velocity vectors are plotted in 0 = 0 and 0 = 7t/4 
planes where their maximum magnitudes occur due to the m=4 instability. The velocity 
perturbation circulates across the mid-plane and fills the axial extent of the liquid bridge. 
In the 0 = 0 plane, the upper primary cell center is pushed up and inward, while the 
lower primary cell center is pushed up and outward. Also in the 0 = 0 plane, the base 
flow is essentially reinforced for z > 0 (as indicated by the dominant green region) and 
opposed for z < 0. The most significant velocity perturbations are within the primary cell 
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and outer part of the secondary cell. Velocity perturbations in the 9 = n j4 plane are in 
the opposite direction as in the 6 = 0 plane. Note the 0 velocity perturbation vm = 0 in 
both planes. 
Figure 3.1.5 Top view of the liquid bridge for 7V=0.02, Ha=50 (m=4, anti. Not to 
scale.) 
In the top view of the liquid bridge (Figure 3.1.5), base flow torodial cells appear as 
three concentric rings, separated by dashed circles. The black solid lines through the 
center are boundaries for velocity perturbations. The number of wedges they divided out 
equals 2m. No flow crosses between wedges, however perturbations may go between 
cells. The majority of the flow circulates within individual sectors or wedges divided by 
the dashed circles and black solid lines. 
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Figure 3.1.6 9 velocity perturbations in 0 = n/% plane (Pr= 0.02, Ha=50, at the 
critical Revz=21,880, anti) 
The 6 velocity perturbation contours in the 9 = nj% plane are shown in Figure 
3.1.6. The flow goes out of the paper near the free surface for z > 0 and into the paper for 
z < 0. Note -v0[ as a whole is the positive 9 velocity perturbation, where the minus sign 
comes from the perturbation definition (Equation 2.5.2a). The 9 velocity perturbations 
are maximum and repeated in planes 9 = TT/8 , 5 t t / 8 , 9TT/S and 1 3 t t / 8 , and are also 
maximum but with opposite sign in planes 9 = 3 ^ / 8 , 7 t t / 8 , l I t t / 8 and 1 5 t t / 8 . 
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Figure 3.1.7 Temperature perturbations in 0 = 0 and 0 = n/A planes (Pr= 0.02, 
Ha=50, at the critical ReTZ=21,880, anti) 
Figure 3.1.8 Velocity (vectors) and temperature (contours) perturbations at the free 
surface (Pr=0.02, Ha=50, at the critical Refz=21,880, anti, hot perturbations: solid 
contours, cool perturbations: dot contours) 
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The 9 velocity perturbations (Figure 3.1.6) together with the temperature 
perturbations (Figure 3.1.7) reveal the driving mechanism of the velocity perturbations at 
the free surface. The temperature perturbations are very small relative to the velocity 
perturbations. It would be very difficult to observe the perturbation temperature 
difference experimentally. The velocity and temperature perturbations at the free surface 
(Figure 3.1.8) indicate that hydrodynamic rather than thermocapillary effects dominate 
the instability mechanism. For -0.55 <z<0 .55 , the thermocapillary effects assist the 
instability. The 9 perturbation flows from a hotter region to a cooler region along the 
free surface. But this effect is secondary to the hydrodynamic nature of the perturbation. 
The temperature perturbations are maximum in planes 9 = 0, nj2, n and 3^ /2 , and are 
also maximum in planes 9 = n/A, 3tt/4, 5tt/4 and 7^/4 with the opposite sign. 
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Figure 3.1.9 Contribution to the rate of change of energy in the axial disturbance 
flow from -vHvz] dv:Jdr (/V=0.02, Ha=50, at the critical J?<?Fz=21,880, anti) 
The energy analysis shows that the -vrlvzl dvz0/dr term in Equation 2.6.1b feds the 
most energy from the base state to the perturbation (Figure 3.1.9) for Pr = 0.02 , 
Ha = 50 at the critical Re fz- It is the product of the axial velocity perturbation vz] and the 
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radial convective term -vH5v z 0 /5r in the axial momentum equation. Though over the 
flow domain energy is either fed into or pulled from the perturbation through 
-v r lv ; l dvz0/dr term, its largest local contribution is in the primary torodial cell where the 
flow just turns downward. Furthermore, if integrated over the domain, the positive 
contours heavily dominate the global energy transfer. 
More plots for Pr = 0.02 Ha = 50 at the critical Refz are listed in Appendix E for 
reference. 
Qualitative Changes as Ha Varies from 0-300 for Pr=0.02 
As Ha varies from 0 - 300 for Pr = 0.02, the axisymmetric base flow always first 
transitions to three-dimensional, anti-symmetric and stationary disturbances. The critical 
azimuthal wave number m also increases as Ha increases (Figure 3.1.1), which 
physically means that the flow is confined in narrower wedges as magnetic field 
increases. The flow is also confined in radial extent. This could be interpreted as that 
information propagates roughly the same distance in radial and azimuthal directions. 
However the transition from mCT=4 to mcr=5 has not been observed up to Ha=300, which 
requires further investigation. 
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Figure 3.1.10 Base flow streamlines (left) and isotherms (right) for iV=0.02 /7a=300 
(at the critical Re?z=259,068) 
Base flow streamlines for Ha = 300 , Pr = 0.02 (Figure 3.1.10) demonstrate 
stronger electromagnetic effects in the liquid bridge compared to when the Ha = 50 . The 
radial extent of the primary torodial cell is further reduced to merely 10% of the radius. 
The center of this cell is pushed towards the (r ,z) = (l,l) corner. Seven cells have 
developed in the upper half of the liquid bridge, compared to three cells for Ha = 50. 
Circles and wiggles in the upper left corner are numerical artifacts that do not exist 
in experiments. However they can not be removed by simply increasing the grid 
resolution. The reason is similar to why the 4th order stream function formulation fails 
above Ha =100 (as explained in Section 2.3). In fact, in the vorticity transport results 
presented here, very fine grids were used to resolve the large velocity gradients at such 
high Ha and Re FZ (flow grid size rxz = 125x135, temperature grid size rxz = 80x80, 
a = 3000). However this also brings in increasingly higher order Chebyshev terms and 
their derivatives which quickly lead to ill-conditioned numerical representations. To 
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extend this anaylsis to higher Ha 's, either a better solver for ill-posed dense linear 
systems is needed, or a different numerical scheme may be adopted in the future. 
The convergence threshold scom (Equation 2.4.9) was set to 0.5 xl0~12 for most 
tests. As Ha approached 300, the convergence rate of the Newton-Raphson iteration 
slowed down due to the ill-conditioned linear system. Therefore scom was increased to 
0.5 xlO"10 occasionally, or to 0.5 x 10"8 in very rare cases. 
The base flow isotherms show no significant differences as Ha varies from 
0 - 3 0 0 for Pr = 0.02 . Among the few changes, Ha = 300 isotherms (Figure 3.1.10) 
near the free surface are further bent due to stronger convection, compared to the 
/ /a = 50 isotherms (Figure 3.1.3). Notice that although the nondimensional temperature 
changes very little as Ha goes from 0 —> 300, the dimensional temperature increases 
significantly. Due to the nondimensionalization (Equations 2.1.6 and 2.1.10e), the 
temperature above the melting point {T* -T (*) is roughly propontional to the Retc, and 
the critical Retc for Ha=300 is two orders of magnitude greater than that for Ha=0 
(Figure 3.1.1). 
More plots for Pr = 0.02, Ha = 300 are listed in Appendix F for reference. 
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Figure 3.1.11 9 velocity perturbations in 9 = nj<\ plane (left) and temperature 
perturbations in 9 = 0 plane (right) (Pr=0.02, Ha= 5, at the critical ReFZ=1,843, m=2, 
anti, flow grid rx z = 40x 60, temperature grid rx z=30x 30, a =400, stability grid 
rx z=35x 50) 
Figure 3.1.12 Velocity (vectors) and temperature (contours) perturbations at the 
free surface (iV=0.02, Ha=5, at the critical Z?eF7=l,843, anti, hot perturbations: solid 
contours, cool perturbations: dot contours) 
For Ha = 0 (not shown here) and Ha = 5 (Figure 3.1.11 and Figure 3.1.12), a 
hotter region in 9 = 0 plane is observed for all z > 0 on the free surface. The 9 
perturbation flow near the free surface is driven by the hydrodynamic effect. For Ha >10, 
a cool region in 9 = 0 plane emerges near the mid-plane for z > 0 and expands as Ha 
increases (examples: Ha = 50 Figure 3.1.7, Ha = 300 Figure F.2). However, as 
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discussed above, any thermocapillary assistance to the perturbation is secondary to the 
hydrodynamically driven instability. 
3.2 Stationary Three-Dimensional Instabilities for P/^0.001 
For Pr = 0.001 , the base flow first transitions to anti-symmetric, stationary 
disturbances at lower Ha. Beyond Ha=40, the base flow transitions to symmetric, 
stationary disturbances. Figure 3.2.1 shows that the symmetric mode curve becomes 
critical at Ha=40. Pr = 0.001 is chosen because its critical curve very likely marks the 
lower limit of critical curves for all small Prandtl numbers. According to Houchens 
(2005), the critical ReFZ (Pr = 10"10) is less than 1% smaller than the critical ReFZ 
{Pr = 0.001) for Ha = 0. 
6 Pr=0.001, b=\ 
Re FZ 
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Ha 
Figure 3.2.1 The critical Re fz - Ha curves for anti-symmetric (open circles) and 
symmetric (solid dashes) disturbance modes (iV=0.001, b=1. Please refer to 
Appendix I for Re^z values.) 
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Representative Example: Pr=0.001, Ha=50 
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Figure 3.2.2 Base flow stream function contours (left) and isotherms (right) 
(Pr=0.001, Ha=5Q, at the critical Re¥z=12,925, sym) 
The base flow stream function contours for Pr - 0.001 (Figure 3.2.2) display 
similar "cellular" behavior as for Pr = 0.02 (Figure 3.1.10) at their respective critical 
Re FZ'S. The stream function values are lower for Pr=0.001 than for Pr=0.02, due to 
weaker convection with lower Pr fluids when compared at the same Ha, at the point of 
instability. Also the stream function cells are slightly less constrained in r for Pr = 0.001. 
The isotherms for Pr = 0.001 (Figure 3.2.2) near the free surface are smoother than 
those for Pr = 0.02 (Figure 3.1.10) showing weaker convection near the free surface. 
Notice although the nondimensional temperature T for Pr = 0.001 is generally higher 
than Pr = 0.02, the dimensional temperature T* for Pr = 0.001 may be lower, due to the 
nondimensionalization (T* -T0* =T*AT* from Equation 2.1.6 and AT* ~ Re¥Z from 
Equation 2.1.10e). 
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More plots for Pr = 0.001 , Ha = 50 are listed in Appendix G. They are very 
qualitatively similar to plots for Pr = 0.02 , Ha = 50 (Appendix E). 
Other Observations for Pr=0.001 
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Figure 3.2.3 Base flow stream function 
contours (Pr=0.001, Ha=5, at the 
critical Re?z=l,466, anti) 
For Pr = 0.001 , only a primary 
stream function cell is observed at 
Ha = 5 (Figure 3.2.3), while a secondary 
cell starts to develop for Pr = 0.02 at 
Ha = 5 , where the critical i?eFz= 1,843 
(not shown here). 
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Figure 3.2.4 Velocity (vectors) and temperature (contours) perturbations at the free 
surface (/V=0.001, Ha=5, at the critical ReFz=l,466, mcr=2, anti, hot perturbations: 
solid contours, cool perturbations: dot contours, flow grid rx z = 40x 60, temperature 
grid r x z=30 x 30, a =400, stability grid r x z = 35 x 40) 
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For Ha = 0 (not shown here) and Ha = 5 (Figure 3.2.4), a hotter region in 0 = 0 
plane is observed for entire z > 0 on the free surface. The 0 perturbation flow is 
therefore opposed everywhere by a weak thermocapillary perturbation, and remains 
driven by hydrodynamic effects. For Ha > 10, a cool region in 0 = 0 plane emerges near 
the mid-plane for z > 0 and expands as Ha increases (examples: Ha = 50, Figure G.2). 
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Figure 3.2.5 Base flow streamlines (iV=0.001, Ha=500, at the critical iteFz=l 55,385, 
mcr= 16, sym, flow grid /"xz = 100x 110, temperature grid rxz = 70x 70, a =2000) 
Nine cells are developed in the base flow stream function contours for Ha = 500, 
Pr = 0.001 (Figure 3.2.5). Circles and wiggles in the interior are numerical artifacts 
which indicate that the representation is insufficient to resolve the flow in these regions. 
Fortunately, the innermost four cells are about seven orders of magnitude weaker than the 
primary cell. Region 0 < r < 0.8 can be effectively deemed as the stagnant interior. 
3.3 Numerical Issues 
Regularization Parameter a Independence 
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The regularization parameter a (Equation 2.2.7) is introduced to remove the 
discontinuity at the corner (r,z) = (1 ,b) between the thermocapillary boundary condition 
and the no penetration condition at the top boundary. If a is too large it will not 
sufficiently smooth out the discontinuity. While a too small a weakens the 
thermocapillary effect. The goal is to find the proper a which removes the singularity 
with negligible impact on the physics. 
This is done by increasing a util the critical Re fz does not vary. Table 3.3.1 shows 
an example for Pr = 0.02, Ha = 100 . As a increases from 400 to 1200, the critical Re fz 
barely changes. The regularization parameter independence is achieved. Note the critical 
Re fz is expected to decrease as a increases, because the thermocapillary driving "force" 
increases as a increases. Also note that a same a affects more grid points on a finer 
axial grid than on a coarser axial grid, therefore for finer axial grids, larger a 's are used 
to minimize the alternation of the physics. 
Table 3.3.1 Regularization parameter a influence on the critical Re fz for Pr=0.02 
Ha=100 b=1 (flow grid rxz = 70 x 100, temperature grid rxz = 40x 40, stability grid 
rx z = 50x 70) 
the critical Re^z for 
a = 400 a = 800 a = 1200 
% difference in the predicted the critical Retc for 
a = 400 and 1200 or = 800 and 1200 
61,842 61,754 61,737 0.17% 0.03% 
Grid Resolution Independence 
Solutions which do not vary with grid refinement indicate that the grid resolution is 
sufficient and the results are reliable. Table 3.3.2 shows one test based on the critical Re?z 
for Pr = 0.02 , Ha = 100. Significant resolution increases are introduced for the base 
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flow grids and the stability grid in these comparisons. The critical Re FZ barely varies due 
to the grid refinements. The grid resolution independence is achieved. 
Table 3.3.2 Grid dependence studies based on the critical Re^z for Pr=0.02, Ha=100, 
6=1, a=400 
the critical i?eFz for 
stability grid ( r x z ) 
34x60 50x70 
% difference 
flow grid, temperature grid 30 x 75, 25 x 25 
( r x z ) 70x100,40x40 
61,775 61,840.74 
61,790 61,841.79 
0.11% 
0.08% 
% difference 0.02% 0.002% 
Notice that in Table 3.3.2 the regularization parameter a is fixed at 400, and the 
critical Re FZ increases slightly on finer grids. This demonstrates that a same a affects 
more grid points on a finer axial grid than on a coarser axial grid. The thermocapillary 
effect is weakened more on finer grids, therefore the higher critical Re FZ is expected. 
However if this regularization effect were eliminated, lower critical Re FZ would be 
typically expected on finer grids. This is because coarser grids tend to smear out the 
largest gradients, which contribute to the instability mechanism. On coarser grids, Re FZ 
will increase to compensate for this smearing effect, until the energy is sufficient to trip 
the instability. 
Momentum Constraints at r = 0 and z = 0 
Enforcing momentum constraints at r - 0 and z = 0 greatly improves the accuracy 
of the simulations. Notice that the Gauss-Lobatto grid is sparsest in the innermost region. 
Because the base flow momentum equation and the vorticity-stream function relationship 
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reduce to 0 = 0 at r = 0 and z = 0, these equations are expanded to their first non-zero 
order using Taylor series expansions (Equations A.28b-d and A.33b-d,f,h). 
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Figure 3.3.1 Base flow stream function contours without (left) and with (right) 
momentum constraints at r=0 and z=0 (Pr=0.02, Ha=100, /?eFz=61,780, flow grid 
r x z = 40 x 90, temperature grid r x z=30 x 30, a =400) 
Figure 3.3.1 demonstrates the remarkable improvement due to the momentum 
constraints at r = 0 and z = 0. The numerical artifacts in the upper left corner of the 
stream function contours are completely eliminated by these momentum constraints. 
Moreover, the involved computational cost is negligible. Only one additional set of 
equations are added in each direction. Therefore these momentum constraints are always 
enforced in this work. The boundary conditions 2.4.2d,e are applied at (r ,z) = (1,0) in a 
similar way. Notation " ( r , z ) = (1,0) " refers to one point at the lower right corner, while 
" r = 0 " and " z = 0" refer to two lines in the axial and radial directions, respectively, 
including (r ,z) = (0,0). Note that when the constraints are not applied, the wiggles affect 
more than just the stagnant interior. These fluctuations are present throughout the domain, 
but at a noise level compared to the regions with strong flow. However, this noise can 
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influence the stability analysis, giving premature prediction of instabilities. Therefore it is 
especially important to apply these momentum constraints. 
i . L 
3.4 Comparisons with the 4 Order Stream Function 
Formulation 
Solutions from the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation show very good 
agreement with the 4th order stream function formulation. Solutions from the 4th order 
stream function formulation are from Houchens and Walker (2010). 
For Pr = 0.02 over the range Ha = 0 - 1 0 0 , these two formulations predict the 
same instability mechanisms with identical critical azimuthal wave numbers. The critical 
curves exhibit almost no discernable difference (Figure 3.4.1). 
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153,946 
Re FZ 
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61,779 
21,942 
1,547 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Ha 
Figure 3.4.1 The critical Re?z - Ha curves from two formulations show almost no 
noticeable difference (Please refer to Appendix I for Re fz values.) 
A comparison of base flow extrema using these two formulations is shown in Table 
3.4.1. The extreme values and their locations are either identical or very close. Note that 
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the temperature along z = b should be 0 (Equation 2.2.6g), or very close to 0 due to tiny 
computational error, as shown by the minimum temperature in Table 3.4.1. 
Table 3.4.1 Comparisons of base flow variable extrema and locations for Pr= 0.02, 
//«=50 at Re?z=21,942 (b=1, flow grid rxz=35x 55, temperature grid rx z=30x 30, 
a =300) 
base flow 
variable formulation 
max 
value location (r, z) 
min 
value location (r, z) 
stream 
function 
2nd oder vorticity transport 
4th order stream function 
26.8258 (0.92,0.86) 
26.8258 (0.92,0.86) 
-1.2733 (0.64,0.60) 
-1.2733 (0.64,0.60) 
vorticity 
2nd order vorticity transport 
4th order stream function 
103,801 (0.98, 1.00) 
103,672 (0.98, 1.00) 
-47,614 (1.00,0.95) 
-47,614 (1.00,0.95) 
temperature 
2nd order vorticity transport 
4th order stream function 
0.994925 (1.00,0.00) 
0.994925 (1.00,0.00) 
-8.222e-16 (0.05, 1.00) 
-1.082e-17 (0.87, 1.00) 
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Figure 3.4.2 Chebyshev polynomial coefficients A^o ~v4o,56 of the base flow stream 
function using two formulations (iV=0.02, Ha=50, Refz=22,005, b=1, flow grid 
rxz=35x 55, temperature grid r x £=30 x 30, a =200) 
The Chebyshev polynomial coefficients for stream function from two formulations 
are plotted in Figure 3.4.2. The exponential decay behavior of Ao,o —>A0,56 indicates that 
the truncated series are sufficient representations. Most coefficients from these two 
formulations exhibit good agreement. Hence their solutions should be almost identical. 
. * * ; 
a 
6 it 
. . bB B EB B 
E X B EB B 
EF»B 
a 
sjgl3 D 4th Order Stream Function 
+ 2nd Order Vorticity Transport ; + 
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Notice the trailing coefficients from the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation are 
slightly smaller than those from the 4th order stream function formulation. This indicates 
that the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation resolves the flow slightly better due to its 
better numerical accuracy. 
s o a 
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Figure 3.4.3 Base flow vorticity contours for Pr=0.02, Ha=100, /feFz=61,780, b=1 
(left: 4th order stream function formulation, flow grid rx z=30x 75, temperature 
grid rx z = 25 x 25, a =400; right: 2nd order vorticity transport formulation, flow grid 
r x z = 120 x 135, temperature grid r x z=80 x 80, a =3000) 
The 2nd order vorticity transport formulation can take advantage of very fine grids 
because of its better numerical conditioning. Figure 3.4.3 demonstrates the improvement 
due to grid resolution refinement. In this example, using a flow grid r x z = 3 0 x 7 5 , 
wiggles and circles show up near the top boundary in the vorticity contours, which 
indicates the flow field is not well resolved. Furthermore the 4th order stream function 
formulation fails to converge on finer grids. However, a much finer flow grid 
r x z = 120 x 135 is adopted by the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation, which 
eliminates these numerical artifacts. Using high resolution grids, the instability 
mechanism for the liquid bridge is investigated for intermediate magnetic fields range (up 
to Ha=500 for Pr=0.001 and up to H a = 3 0 0 for P r = ° - 0 2 ) . 
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Chapter 4 Conclusions 
The liquid bridge with intermediate magnetic field strengths (up to Ha=500 for 
/V=0.001 and up to Ha=300 for Pr=0.02) is investigated numerically for the first time. 
The strong stabilization effects of magnetic fields are observed: At large Hartmann 
numbers, the base flow is confined in a narrow region near the free surface leaving an 
almost stagnant interior. Instabilities occur at significantly higher thermocapillary 
Reynolds numbers with magnetic stabilization. The axisymmetric base flow first 
transitions to stationary, three-dimensional disturbances. For Pr=0.02, the disturbances 
are always in the "anti-symmetric mode". For /V=0.001, the "symmetric disturbance 
mode" becomes critical for Ha larger than 40. The critical azimuthal wave number 
increases as the Hartmann number increases. 
By applying proper assumptions and numerical techniques, accurate solutions as 
well as computational efficiency are achieved. In the Full Zone liquid bridge model, the 
free surface, melting and re-solidifying interfaces are assumed non-deformable for low 
Prandtl number fluids in microgravity conditions. The induced magnetic field is 
neglected for fluids with low magnetic Reynolds number. The momentum constraints at 
r=0 and z=0 enhance the numerical accuracy greatly with negligible computational cost. 
The Chebyshev polynomials together with the Gauss-Lobatto collocation grid offer 
spectral accuracy. Investigation on axial and radial symmetries shows that only even or 
odd Chebyshev terms are needed for both axial and radial components, which reduces the 
computational cost to one fourth, or equivalently improves the numerical resolution by 
four fold. Similarily, two sets of linear stability codes are developed for different axial 
symmetries of the disturbances to reduce the computational cost. By introducing vorticity 
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constraints, the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation allows the use of high resolution 
grids to better resolve the boundary layers. This is the primary reason that the effects of 
intermediate magnetic fields can be investigated in this work. The base flow 
characteristics, instability mechanisms and the critical Re?z - Ha curves exhibit good 
agreement with previous studies at lower Ha. 
So far, only liquid bridge with Pr=0.001 and Pr=0.02 have been studied. Larger 
Prandtl number melts such as gallium arsenide (ProaAS=0.07) are also of research and 
industrial interest. Studies on /V=0.04 and iV=0.0667 liquid bridge are in progress using 
the 2nd order vorticity transport formulation. However, for larger Prandtl number liquids, 
stronger convection and higher critical thermocapillary Reynolds numbers are expected. 
The free surface, and the melting and re-solidifying interfaces may be significantly 
deformed due to intensified flow. Therefore, the liquid bridge for large Prandtl number 
liquids may require additional modeling complexities. 
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Appendix A Investigation of Stream Function and Vorticity as r 
Approaching 0 Using Method of Frobenius 
The behaviors of stream function if/ and vorticity (oe as r —> 0 are investigated 
using the Method of Frobenius. The following representations for if/ and coe are 
introduced. 
¥s(r,Z) = r»£A„(z)r"=£An(Z)r 
n=0 n=0 
oo oo coe(r,z) = r"JjBm(Z)r'"=YJBm(z)r 
p+n 
q+m 
A.la 
A.lb 
m=0 m=0 
The cross differentiated momentum equation and the vorticity-stream function 
relationship in 2nd order vorticity transport formulation are repeated here. 
COa = — 
1 d2if/ 1 dif/ 1 d2y/ 
+ — 
1 dy/ dcoe coe 1 dy/ d(Oe 
r dz dr r r dr dz 
r dr r dr r dz 
d2(oa 1 dcOf, d20), - + L + a>e Ha
2 d2if/ 
dr2 r dr dz2 r2 
2.4.2a 
2.4.2b 
r dz 
The goal is then to find the smallest p and q which satisfy above governing 
equations 2.4.2a,b and other constraints in this problem with the requirements A^^O and 
B 0 * 0 . 
if/ and cog representations A.la,b are then plugged into 2.4.2a,b. After rearranging, 
these equations become 
E = I A»r~3 (/> + »)(/> + « - 2) rp+" + X 
m=0 n=0 
d2An 
n=0 a z 
r~lrp+" A.2a 
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00 r! A 
n=0 dz 
Y^Bm(q + m-\)r q+m 
n=0 n=0 
dB, m_rq+m 
m= 0 
m=0 m=0 n=0 
A.2b 
The lowest order terms are always associated with m = n = 0 . The leading order of 
each term in Equation A.2a are given by 
A.3 
Since Term II has lower power of r than Term III, and since A^^O and B0* 0, 
Term / and II must balance. 
By ~A,r-'p(p-2y 
There are three possibilities: q < p-3 , q > p-3 and q = p-3 . 
Case 1: q <p - 3. The leading order term in Equation A.4 gives 
B0r" = 0 
This leads to B0= 0 , which is not allowed. 
Case 2: q > p - 3. The leading order term in Equation A.4 gives 
A.4 
A.5 
A,p(p-2)r"-'=Q 
Aq = 0 is not allowed, so p = 0 or p = 2 are viable possibilities. 
A.6 
Case 2.1: q> p - 3 and p = 0. The stream function representation A. la simplifies to 
y/ = + Axr + A2r + • 
=i 
A.7 
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1 5 Due to axisymmetry, vr = — = 0 at r = 0. To the first order, this gives r dz 
1 dAoCz) 
r dz 
= 0 A.8 
dA,(z) 
For the left hand side in A.8 to remain bounded, — - — = 0 , which gives 
dz 
AQ(Z) = constant. 
Also, boundary condition y/= 0 at (r,z) = (0,b) (2.4.2h) implies that to the first 
order, (z = b) = 0 . Therefore A0 (z) = 0, which is not allowed. 
Case 2.2: q > p - 3 and p = 2. The stream function representation A.la simplifies to 
y/ = \r2 + A/ + A2rA + A2r5 + • A.9 
The goal is to find the smallest q that will satisfy the governing equations A.2a,b 
with 4) ^ 0 and B0 * 0 . 
Case 2.2.1: q = 0,p = 2. Equation A.2b becomes 
dA 
n=0 dz 
•n r" I,Bm(m-\y 
m=0 n=0 
i2 ; 
j p rm 
,m=0 dz 
= I X (m2 - l ) r - 2 m=0 m=0 n=0 
A. 10 
The leading r order is r - 2 
O = B0(O2-\) = -B0 A.l l 
B0= 0 in this case, which is not allowed. 
Case 2.2.2: a = 1, p = 2. Equation A.2b becomes 
1 4 . m=0 
mr -Z4,(n + 2 y+l 
n=0 
y dB>n rm 
m=0 wz n=0 J Z 
op co n co J2 i 
m=0 m=0 U-Z „=0 (XZ 
The leading r order is r 
r'x: 0 = B0 (o2 + 2 x 0) => B0 is arbitrary 
0 = 5 , ( l 2 + 2 x l ) => Bx= 0 
r1: 
J ^ 
Jz 
.0 - A .2 A = (2 2 + 2(2)) + 
=> 5, = 
Ha2 J 2 ^ J£0 1 J 2 £ 0 
8 Jz2 4 Jz 8 Jz2 
2. n r : B,-=^-Bn. 0-Jz ^ Jz Jz Jz 
5 3 (3 2 + 2(3)) + ^ - t f a 2 
Ha2 J 2 ^ 4 J50 => = 
15 Jz 5 Jz 
r3: 
dz dz ^ Jz 
_ , J5, „ , J5, , , Jfi„ 
24,—2- + — - + AA2— dz dz dz 
=0 
Jz Jz2 
_ / /a 
4 ~ + - L j f ^ - I ^
 1 d % 
24 Jz2 12 Jz 2 12 Jz 6 2 Jz 24 Jz2 
dA 5 , ^ 3 , 0 _ 
dz dz dz ^ dz 
dz dz dz dz 
=0 
= Bs (25 + 10) + 
d% 
dz2 
Ha2 d2A3 3 dA(j D 2 
- + fi, H 5-, — 
35 <iz 35 dz 35 dz 
2 l a ^ - — A ^ - - A dB° 1 d 
az~~~35 1 dz 1 3~dz 35 dz2 
Equation A.2a becomes 
n=0 UZ 
«+l 
m=0 n=0 
The leading r order is r -1 
r 1 : 0 = 4o((0 + 2)0) 
0 = 4 ( ( 1 + 2)1) 
Ai) is arbitrary 
A, = 0 
r1: B0=8A2+^ 
dz2 2 8 0 8 dz2 
r2: 
d2 A 
=0 
4 = 0 
r3: 
r4: 
d2 A 
B-, = 244, +——Y-
dz 
d2A, 53 = 3 5 ^ + 
Jz2 
24 ' 24 Jz2 
3 5 4 = £3 
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r5: 
d2 A 
B4= 48A6+^ 
dz1 48 48 dz1 
A.15g 
A. 13d with A. 15b gives B3= 0 A. 16a 
A. 16a with A. 15f gives 4 = 0 A. 16b 
A. 13f with A. 15b, A. 15d and A. 16a gives B5= 0 A. 17c 
Equation A. 12 shows that B0dd is always given by terms containing lower order 
-<4odd's or Bodd's or products containing one of these. Lower order ^0dd's or 50dd's are 
always zero, so all fi0dd= 0. Similarly, Equation A. 14 shows that A0dd is always given by 
lower odd's or B0dd's which are also zero so that all Add = 0. 
Equation A. 12 and A. 14 also provide a way to compute Even's and .Seven's, which is 
to calculate them using lower order Aeven's or Beven's. 
Case 3: q = p - 3. The leading order term in Equation A.4 gives 
B0=A0p(p-2) A.18 
This is allowable if p * 0 and p* 2. 
1 5 
Due to axisymmetry, vr = — = 0 at r = 0. To the first order, this gives 
r dz 
dA^jz) 
dz 
•p-i -1 A.19 
Case 3.1: (p - 1) < 0. For the left hand side in A.19 to remain bounded, 
dA(z) 
dz 
= 0, which gives Ai)(z) = constant. As in Case 2.1, boundary condition y/ = 0 at 
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(r,z) = (0,b) (2.4.2h) implies that to the first order, A^(z = b) = 0 . Therefore Ao(z) = 0, 
which is not allowed. 
dA(z) Case 3.2: (p - 1) = 0. Equation A.19 becomes } = 0 , which 
dz 
gives 
4 (z) = constant. Again, boundary condition (2.4.2h) implies that to the first order, 
Jg(z = b) = 0 . Therefore A^(z) = 0, which is not allowed. 
Case 3.3: (p- T) < 0. Because p* 2 from Equation A. 18, p > 3 , while q=p - 3. 
Case 3.3.1: p = 3. q = 0. Equation A.2b becomes 
dA_ M+l 
n=0 dz m=0 «=o 
]2 ; 
dB. 
m=0 
2 
= I X ( m 2 - H a 2 t ^ r 
m=0 m=0 n=0 
,.«+2 
A.20 
where the leading r order is r -2 
r 2 : 0 = 5 f f l (0 2 - l ) r " £ 0 = 0 A.21a 
which is not allowed. 
Case 3.3.1: p > 3. The smallest possible p and q are 4 and 1, respectively. Our 
discussion stops here, since smaller p and q have been found in Case 2.2.2 (p = 2,q =1). 
In conclusion, appropriate factors of r for stream function and vorticity have been 
found using Method of Frobenius. 
¥{r,z) = r2YJAn(z)r" A.22a 
n=0 
n even 
CO, ,(r,z) = rfjBm(z)r" A.22b 
m=0 
m even 
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Appendix B Balancing Number of Equations and Chebyshev 
Polynomials' Degree of Freedom for Base Flow 
In order to get a unique solution, the governing equations and boundary conditions 
need to be properly applied so that the number of equations matches the number of 
unknowns. 
The number of unknowns is determined by Chebyshev polynomials summation 
limits. 
¥ 
' z^ 
v b j 
NR. NZ, 
= r 2 ^ Y J A L M T 2 L { r ) T 2 
'z^ 
2M+1 
L=0M=0 \ U J 
(Da 
\ NR2 NZ2 
= R H X BLMT2L (R)T2M+X . D J L=0 M=0 
f Z ^ 
\ U J 
F Z \ NR., NZ, 
OY L=0M=0 
'Z^ 
2 M 
2.4.3a 
2.4.3b 
2.4.3c 
\u / 
The total number of unknowns is 
(NR, +1).( NZ, +1) + (NR2 +1 )'(NZ2 +1) + +1 ).(JVZ3 +1) A.23 
The number of equations will be determined by where the governing equations and 
boundary conditions are applied and how they are discretized. In order to get a unique 
solution, the number of equations should equal the number of unknowns, which is also 
A.23. 
This is done by matching number of ALM's ( = (NRt +1 )'(NZl +1)) with number of 
equations governing <//, matching number of BLM 's (= (NR2 + l)*(iVZ2 + l ) ) with number 
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of equations governing a>e and matching number of CLM's ( = (NR3 +1)«(jVZ3 + l ) ) with 
number of equations governing T, respectively. 
Matching Number of Equations to Number of Unknowns for <// 
V 
v b j 
NR, NZ, 
= r2TJY AiMT2L{r)T2 2M+\ 
L=0M=0 
1.1.24a 
\ u J 
radial direction: L: 0 —» NRl ( NR] +1) degree of freedom in r 
contributing equation r coordinate(s) number of constraints in r 
momentum equation (2.4.2b) interior including r = 0 / :1 —» M t F NRF 
y/ = 0 at r = 1 (2.4.2d) r =1, 7 = 0 1 
S V dV n dT . —2 — = Re¥Z F(z) at dr dr dz 
r = 1 (2.4.2e) 
r = 1, 7 = 0 1 
total constraints in r: NRF + 2 
Match the constraints with degree of freedom 
NRX +1 = NRF + 2 
Therefore 
NRX = NRF +1 
axial direction: M : 0 —> NZX (NZX +1) degree of freedom in z 
contributing equation z coordinate(s) number of constraints in z 
momentum equation (2.4.2b) interior including z = 0 K:\-t NZF NZF 
— = 0 at z = b (2.4.2g) 
dz 
z — b, K = 0 1 
ty = 0 at z = b (2.4.2h) z = b, K = 0 1 
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total constraints in z = NZF + 2 
NZX +1 = NZF + 2 
NZX = NZF +1 
Properly apply governing equation and boundary conditions for y/ as following 
table shows to balance the number of unknowns A,,/ s. 
contributing equation application index location or summation range 
number of 
equations 
momentum equation 
(2.4.2b) 
interior collocation points 
including r = 0 and z = 0 
/ : 1 —» NRF 
K : 1 NZF 
NRF >NZF 
yr = 0 at r = 1 
(2.4.2d) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r, z) = (1,0) 
excluding (r,z) = (1,6) 
K-A^-NZF NZF 
d2y/ dy/ dT j 
1 =Re¥Z F ( Z 
dr dr dz 
at r = 1 (2.4.2e) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r,z) = (l,0) 
excluding (r,z) = (1,6) 
KA^NZF NZF 
^ = 0 a t z = 6 
dz 
(2.4.2g) 
orthogonality along z = 6 L:0^NRF + \ NRF+ 2 
= 0 at z = b 
(2.4.2h) 
orthogonality along z = 6 Z : 0 —» NRF +1 NRF+ 2 
total constraints = (A^F + 2)*(NZF + 2) 
Summation limits for y/ are now determined. 
¥ 
r 
v % 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
2M+1 
1=0 M=0 
2.4.6a 
Matching Number of Equations to Number of Unknowns for a>R 
coa 
r z \ mffZj 
2M+1 
L=0M=0 
'Z^ 
\u / 
2.4.3b 
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radial direction: L: 0 —» NR2 +1) degree of freedom in r 
contributing equation r coordinate(s) number of constraints in r 
y/ — a>e relationship (2.4.2a) 
interior including r = 0 and r = 1 
/ :0 —» M t F NRF +1 
total constraints in r: NRF +1 
NR2+l = NRF + \ 
NR2 = NRF 
axial direction: M : 0 — » j V Z 2 ( 7 V Z , +1) degree of freedom in z 
contributing equation z coordinate(s) number of constraints in z 
y/-(Og relationship (2.4.2a) 
interior including z = 0 and z = b 
K: 0 - » jVZF 
NZF +1 
total constraints in z = j V Z F + 1 
NZ2 +1 = NZF +1 
NZ2 = NZF 
Properly apply governing equation and boundary conditions for coe as following 
table shows to balance the number of unknownss B,,, 's. 
contributing equation application index location number of equations 
y/-coe relationship 
(2.4.2a) 
interior collocation points 
including r = 0 and r = 1 
and z = 0 and z = b 
1:0 A/flF 
£ : 0 NZF 
(NRF+ \)'(NZF+ 1) 
total constraints =(NRF + !)•(7VZF +1) 
Summation limits for ^ are now determined. 
coQ 
\ b; 
NRF NZF 
2W+1 
L=0 M = 0 
2.4.6b 
\u / 
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Notice that although the momentum equation and the vorticity-stream function 
relationship are assigned as governing equations for (// and 0)9, respectively, both y/ and 
coe are in the momentum equation and the vorticity-stream function relationship. 
Matching Number of Equations to Number of Unknowns for T 
r \ NR, NZ, 
"J L=0 M=0 V \b y 
2.4.3c 
radial direction: L: 0 — N R . ( NR3 +1) degree of freedom in r 
contributing equation r coordinate(s) number of constraints in r 
energy equation (2.4.2c) 
interior including r = 0 
excluding r = 1 
/: 1 NRT 
NRT 
PTT ( V 
— = 1 - - at r = 1 (2.4.2f) 
dr yb) 
r = 1, 7 = 0 1 
total constraints in r: NRT +1 
NR^+\ = NRT + \ 
NR3 = NRT 
axial direction: M :0 NZ3 (A^Z3 +1) degree of freedom in z 
contributing equation z coordinate(s) number of constraints in z 
energy equation (2.4.2c) 
interior including z = 0 
excluding z = b 
7:1 NZT 
NZT 
T = 0 at z = b (2.4.2i) z = b, K = 0 1 
total constraints in z = NZT +1 
NZi+\ = NZT +1 
NZ, = NZT 
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Properly apply governing equation and boundary conditions for T as following table 
shows to balance the number of unknowns C,u 's. 
contributing equation application index location or summation range 
number of 
equations 
energy equation (2.4.2c) 
interior collocation points 
including r = 0 and z = 0 
excluding r = 1 and z = b 
7 :1 -> NRT 
K-A^-NZT 
NRT'NZT 
d T 1 (A' 
— = 1 - - at r = 1 
dr (2.4.2f) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r, z) = (1,0) 
excluding (r, z) = (1 ,b) 
AT: 1 —> NZT NZT 
T = 0 at z = b (2.4.2i) orthogonality along z = b L : 0 NRT NRT +1 
total constraints =(NRT + \)'(NZT +1) 
Summation limits for T are now determined. 
f z \ NRT NZT 
V O y 
( r ) T m 
'z^ 
L=0 M= 0 
2.4.6c 
\U J 
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Appendix C Discretization and Linearization of Base Flow 
Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions 
The governing equations and boundary conditions are discretized by substituting in 
Chebyshev polynomials for y/, coe and T 
¥ 
f z^ 
v % 
NRF+\ NZF+1 
coa 
' z^ 
\ bj 
= ' 2 £ Z ALMT2L(r)T2 
L=0 M=0 
NRF NZF 
= E BLMT2L 
L=0 M=0 
NRT NZT 
= ZZCLMT2L(r)T2 
'z^ 
2M+1 
\u / 
'Z^ 
2M+1 
f z \ NRT NZT 
\u / 
V u / L=0 M=0 b 
2.4.6a 
2.4.6b 
2.4.6c 
\u / 
then linearized by writing above Chebyshev polynomial coefficients as initial guesses 
and correction terms. 
ALm - Alm + ^Aim ' Blm - Blm + ABIM , Cm - CLM + A Cm 2.4.7a-c 
Any O^A2) term is then dropped out. A linear system is set up with AA/M 's, AB/M 's 
and AC m 's as unknowns. 
Take the momentum equation as an example 
1 dcoe ae 1 dy/ dcoe 
r dz dr r r dr dz 
d2cog 1 dcod + S2^ Ha2 
<9r2 r <9z2 r2 r 5z2 
2.4.2b 
r derivatives of y/ and coe are 
NRF+1 WZF+1 
[^t2L ( r ) + ^ (/•)] r2M+1 
i = 0 M = 0 \u / 
A.25a 
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a „ NRF NZF f 
= 1 [ r 2 i ( r ) + r r« ( r ) ]7 - 2 5r 2 M + 1 i = 0 M = 0 
a « F NZF f 
[2T2f(r) + rT2f(r)]T2 
dr 2M+1 L=0 M = 0 
A.25b 
A.25c 
Substitute above y and co9 Chebyshev polynomials and their derivatives into the 
momentum equation 2.4.2b and rearrange 
NRF+1NZF+1 „ NRF NZF 
V V A - T rW * V V r ,tWT / , IM ^12L12M+\ Z_t "L'M'' 12L'12M,+\ 
L=0 M=0 
NRF+1JVZF+1 
L'=0M'=0 
NRF NZF 
- Y f ^ (2 T +rT(l))T * V y B -T T{1) = A 26 / , / , n-LM\jL12L^r 12L J 2M+\ ' • ' • LM 1 
A « F WZF 
L=0 M=0 
.(1) 
i'=0M'=O 
L'=0M'=0 
2Ty 1 +rT 2L 2L (2)' + ,2 | ^ X Z ,2 ^21^2 
NRF+1 NZF+X 
I I L=0 M=0 
" ( 2 ) l2M+1 7 I LL LM+1 ^ i 7/ 
0 J L=0 M=0 U 
All Chebyshev terms and their derivatives are computed in advance and stored in 
matrices summarized in Table C.l. (name convention example: REF - Radial direction 
Even Chebyshev terms for Flow grid). 
Table C.l Chebyshev terms are computed and stored in advance and stored in 
matrices 
even Chebyshev term odd Chebyshev term 
for flow grid 
7 ^ ( r f f ) = REF(/ ,Z) 
{riF ) = REF1 ( / , Z) 
{riF)= REF2 ( / , L) 
T2m+](Zkf) = ZOF(K,M) 
\ T ^ ( Z k f ) = ZOY\(K,M) 
^T$+,(Zkf) = ZOF2{K,M) 
for temperature T2L(r1T) = RET(lT,L) 
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grid ) = RETl ( / r ,Z ) 
r2(/2)(r/7.) = R E T 2 ( / r , l ) 
T2M+](zKr) = ZOT(KT,M) 
\T?Ix(Zkt) = ZOT\(KT,M) 
Tm (zkt) = ZET2(KT,M) 
Similarly, individual terms in momentum equation are computed in advance and 
stored (Equation A.27a-f). 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
I N E R L ( / , £ ) = £ 4 m > 7 F ' R E F ( / , Z ) . Z O F 1 ( A : , M ) A.27a 
L=0 M = 0 
NRF NZF JNER2(I,K) = J ] ^ 5 ^ r / F . R E F l ( / , Z ) . Z O F ( ^ , M ) A.27b L=0 M=0 
WftF+1 NZF+1 
INER3(/,A:)= £ X 4 M [ 2 . R E F ( / , Z ) + r f f .REFl ( / ,Z) ] .ZOF(£ ,M) A.27c 
L=0 M=0 
NRF NZF 
INER4( / ,£ ) = E Z ^ ^ ' r E F ( / , Z ) . Z O F 1 ( / : , M ) A.27d 
1=0 M=0 
NZF 
visc_vrtx(/,x) = X E 5 I m 
i = 0 M=0 
[3.REFl(/ ,Z) + r7F .REF2(/,Z)]ZOF(A:,M) 
+r]F -REF ( / , L)»ZO¥2(K,M) 
+ 
A.27e 
AWF+l NZF+\ 
MHD(/,AT)= j ; 4 M r / F .REF( / ,Z ) .ZOF2(^ ,M) 
Momentum equation A.26 now becomes 
A.27f. 
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NRF+1 NZF+1 
Z I M 
L=0 M = 0 
+ + 
NRF NZF 
i=0 A/=0 
LM 
rlF .REF (7, L)» ZOF1 ( £ , M)*INER2 (/ , -
, m [2.REF(7,Z) + r / F .REFl( / ,Z)] .ZOF(^ ,M). INER4(7, r ) 
+Ha2rIF -REF (7, Z>Z0F2 (K,M) 
r1F .REF 1 (7, Z).ZOF (K, M).INER1 (7, K) -
-r1F .REF (7, Z)«ZOF \(^K,M )«INER3 (7, K) - A.28a 
-[3.REFl(7,Z) + r / F .REF2(7,Z)}ZOF(7i:,M)-
-rlF .REF (7, Z).Z0F2 (K, M) 
= INER3 (7,7:).INER4(7, K) - INER1 (7, ^ ).INER2(7, K) + 
+VISC_VRTX ( U K ) - H a 2 -MHD (7, K) 
Above momentum equation (A.28a) is applied at all interior collocation points for 
7 = 1 —» NRF -1, K = \^NZF-\ ( 0 < r < l , 0 <z<b). 
Notice this momentum equation (A.28a) reduces to 0 = 0 at r = 0 and z = 0 which 
can not be applied. To enforce constraints at r = 0 and z = 0, the first non-zero order 
terms from the Taylor series expansions (TSE) of the momentum equation is applied. 
These are referred to as "momentum constraints at r = 0 and z = 0 ". 
"Momentum constraints at r = 0 " is derived below as an example. 
Taylor series expansions of even Chebyshev terms are 
l - 2 Z V + - Z 2 ( Z 2 - l ) / + 0 ( r 6 ) A.29a 
-AL2r + ^L2(L2-\y+0(r5) A.29b 
A.29c TS\r) = (-l)L[-4L2+0(r2j_ 
Substitute A.29a-c into momentum equation A.26. The leading r order is r1, 
yielding 
NRF+1 NZF+1 / 1 \ 
- I 
i=0 M=0 V ^ / 
r ( 2 ) + 12M+1 
WffF+1 WZF+1 
L=0 M = 0 
WZF 
. , n i T i i , U T 1 , . WZF | 
r-n v L'=0M'=0 ' 
f 1 \ 
7(l) + 2M +i r 
i=OM=» 
\ U J 
T(2) !> = 0 2A/+1 [ 
.Introduce individual terms in Equation A.30 as follow. 
WflF+l NZF+1 
L=0 M = 0 
WftF+1 NZF+l 
L=0 M=0 
Mtf7 NZF 
INER2_R0(£) = £ £ {(-1)L ZOFl (^ ,M)} 
L=0 M=0 
NRF NZF 
visc_mhd_ro(^ ) = X E ^ 
1=0 A/=0 
(-\)L(-\6I})Z0Y(K,M) 
+ ( - l ) i Z O F 2 ( K , M ) 
+ 
Equation A.30 now becomes 
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A.30 
VISC_MHD_R0(iT) = £ £ A'LM^Ha2 (-if ZOY2(K,M^ A.31a 
INER1_R0(£) = ]T J 4 w { 2 ( - 1 ) L Z O F ( ^ , M ) } A.31b 
A.31c 
A.31d 
NZF+1 
E E " 
L=0 M = 0 
LM K 
NRF NZF 
L=0 M = 0 
IM A.28b 
-Ha2 (-1) ZOF2(£ ,M) + 
+2( - l ) ' ZO¥(K,M)INER2_R0() 
(-1)^ ZOFl(^,M).INERl_RO(/:) + 
+ ( - l ) i ( - 1 6 Z 2 ) Z 0 F ( i : , M ) + ( - l ) i Z O F 2 ( K , M ) 
= VISC_MHD_R0 (K) - INER1R0 (^)-INER2_R0(^) - VISC_VORTRO(^) 
TSE of momentum equation (A.28b) at r = 0 is applied at collocation points along 
r = 0(0<z <b , K = \^NZF-\). 
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Boundary conditions at z = b (2.4.2g-i) are applied taking advantage of 
orthogonality of Chebyshev terms. Discretization of boundary condition —— = 0 at z = b 
dz 
(2.4.2g) is shown below as an example. 
NRF+\NZF+\ „2 / r \ z l=o M=o 0 v V°y 
(2M+1)2 
2 M?F+1 MZF+1 
^ Z I Am (2M +1)2 T2L (r) = 0 O i=o M=0 v „ ' 
fir) 
r2 
Because — = 0 for all r, f ( r ) = 0 for all r. 
NRF+1 7VZF+1 
/M= Z Z (2M +l) T2L (r) = 0 L=0 M=0 
Multiply both sides by T2D (r) /-i—=- and integrate in r for r = 0 —> 1. 
VI - r 2 
NZF+1 
Z l^m'(2M + 1)2 =0 for Z = 0->JVRF + 1 
M=0 
Then separate coefficients as initial guesses and correction terms. 
NZF+1 
Z + = - B C 3 ( l ) A.32 
M=0 
where 
WZF+1 
BC3(Z) = Z + 
M=0 
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All discretized and linearized governing equations and boundary conditions are 
listed below. 
cross differentiated momentum equation is applied at collocation points within 
0 < r < 1 and 0<z <b (I = 1->NRF-1, K = \->NZF-\). 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
X I M 
L=0 M=0 
r/FREF (7, L)*Z0F\(K,M )*INER2 (l,K)~ 
- [2REF(7, L) + r/FREFl (/ , Z)] .ZOF(£, M).INER4(/, K) 
+Ha2r1FKEF ( / , Z).ZOF2 (K,M) 
r/FREFl (I, Z).ZOF (K, M).INER1 (l,K) -
-r /FREF (/ , Z>ZOFl (K, M)-INER3 ( / , K) -
[3REF1 ( / , L) + rIFKEF2(l, Z)].ZOF (K, M) -
-rIFKEF (I, L)'ZOF2(K,M) 
= INER3 ( / , ^).INER4(7, K) - INER1 ( / , £) .INER2(/ , + 
+VISCVRTX (/ , K) - Zfo2MHD (/ , K) 
+ 
NRF NZF 
L=0 M=0 
A.28a 
where 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
I N E R l ( / , £ ) = J X ^ { r / F . R E F ( / , L > Z O F l ( ^ , M ) } 
L=0 M = 0 
INER2 ( / , K) = X X B'lm {riF-REF1 (7, Z>ZOF (K , M)} 
1=0 M=0 
NRF+1 WZF+l 
INER3(7,^)= X Z 4m{[2-REF(/ ,Z) + ^ .REF1( / ,Z) ] .ZOF(^ ,M)} 
L=0 W=0 
WffF NZF 
INER4( / ,^ ) = X E ^ m {r / F .REF(/ ,L>ZOFl(r ,M)} 1=0 M=0 
JVffF NZF 
VISC_VRT X ( / , I ) = X X 4 
L=0 M = 0 
[3.REF1 ( / , Z) + rIF .REF2 (I, Z)].ZOF (iC, M) + 
+r / F .REF(7, l ) .ZOF2(^,M) 
NFFF+1 MZF+1 
M H D ( / , ^ ) = J ] 2 ^ w {r / / ? .REF( / ,Z>ZOF2(^ ,M)} 
L=0 M=0 
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TSE of momentum equation at r = 0 is applied at collocation points along r = 0 , 
0<z<b(K = \^> NZF-l). 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
Z Z m 
L=0 A/=0 
> + 
-Ha2(-1) Z O F 2 ( K , M ) + 
+2(-l)L ZOF(£,M)INER2_RO(/:) 
(-1)L ZOF1(^,M).INER1_RO(JS:) + 
+ ( - l ) i ( - 1 6 Z 2 ) Z O F ( £ , M ) + ( - l ) i ZOF2(^ ,M) 
= VISC_MHD_RO(£) - INER1_R0(^).INER2_R0(^) - VISC_VORT_RO(£) 
where 
NRF NZF 
+ 1 
1=0 M = 0 
A.28b 
AWF+l NZF+l 
V I S C _ M H D _ R O ( a : ) = £ J 4 M { / f o 2 ( - l ) L Z O F 2 ( / : , M ) l 
T _a * v a ' 1=0 M = 0 
AWF+l NZF+1 
i=0 A/=0 
WRF NZF 
INER2_R0(£) = £ £ {(-l)1 ZOFl(K,M)} 
f _A * ' L=0 A/=0 
NRF NZF 
VISC_VORT_RO(£) = £ £ {(-1)L ( - 1 6 Z 2 ) Z 0 F ( ^ , M ) + ( - l ) i ZOF2(£,M)} 
? _n i Y A * ' L=0 M~0 
TSE of momentum equation at z = 0 is applied at collocation points along z = 0, 
0 < r < l ( / = l—» NRF -1). 
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NRF+1 NZF+1 
i = 0 M = 0 
NZF 
1=0 M = 0 
where 
-Ha2rIF'REF(l,L)\(-4M)(M + l) + 
b 
+RAF(/,Z).INER2_Z0(/)- \ + 
-rIF .REF ( / , I ) - . I N E R 4 Z 0 ( / ) 
b 
REF ( / , ! ) - I N E R 1 _ Z 0 ( / ) -
-rIF .REF 1 (/ , Z).INER3_Z0 ( / ) + 
+RCF(/,Z) + r / F .REF( / ,Z )4 - ( -4M)(M + l) 
b 
A.28c 
= VIS C M H D Z O ( 7 ) - INER1 _Z0 (7 )«INER2_Z0 ( 7 ) + 
+INER3Z0 (/)»INER4_Z0 ( / ) - VISCVORTZO ( / ) 
RAF (7, L) = 2r1F .REF ( / , L) + rfF .REF1 ( / , L) 
RBF(7, L) = REF (7, L) + r/F .REF1 (7, L) 
RCF(7, l ) = 3.REFl(7,Z) + r /F.REF2(7,Z) 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
VISC_MHD_ZO(/) = £ Z A'LM ( -1 ) W (2M + 1) 
L=0 M = 0 
77tf2r / F .REF(7,Z)-^(-4M)(M + l) 
b 
NRF+1 JVZF+l (VAT T1 T1 , x 
INER1_Z0(7)= £ Z 4 m { ( - 1 ) M ( 2 M + 1).RAF(7,I)} 
L=0 M = 0 
WRF NZF f 1 
INER2_Z0(7) = Z Z ^ I" 1 ) (2M + l).REF(7,Z) — 
1=0 M=0 
AWF+l NZF+1 
INER3_Z0(7)= X Z ( - i f (2M + l)r /F .REF(7,Z) 
1=0 M=0 
JV«F NZF 
INER4_Z0(7) = £ £ { ( - i f (2M + I)r / F .REF1(7,I) 
1=0 A/=0 
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NRF NZF 
VISCVORTZO (7) = 2 2 B ' l m \ ( " i f ( 2 M +1) 
L=0 M= 0 
RCF(7,Z) + r / f . .REF(7,Z)-^(-4M)(M b 
TSE of momentum equation at Q, z) = (0, 0) is applied at one point (r, z) = (0, 0). 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
E I A ^ ( - l ) L ( - l f ( 2 M + l) L=0 M=0 
WRF WZF 
-Ha2 ^ - ( - 4 M ) ( M + l) + 
+2.INER2 R0Z0 
+ 
E E ^ ( - i ) (-1) (2M+i) 
L=0 M=0 
l lNERl_R0Z0 + (-16Z2) + 
A.28d 
= VISC MHD R0Z0-INER1 R0Z0.INER2 R0Z0-VISC VORT R0Z0 
where 
NKt +1 NZF+l 1 
VISCMHDROZO = £ £ ^ j 77a2 ( - l ) 1 ( - i f (2M + l ) ^ ( - 4 M ) ( M + l) 
i=0 A/=0 
WRF+1 NZF+l 
INER1_R0Z0= X X 4 w { 2 ( - 1 ) L ( - 1 ) M ( 2 M + 1)} 
r _a ' L=0 M=0 
INER2R0Z0 = X X tfj (-1)1 ( - i f (2M +1)1 
L=0 M=0 
» NZF 1 
VISCVORTROZO = £ £ ^ (-1)1 ( - i f (2M +1) ( -16L 2 ) + M)(M +1) 
L=0 M=0 I b 
vorticity - stream function relationship is applied at collocation points within 
0 < r < 1 and 0 < z <b (I = l^>NRF-\, K = 1->NZF-1). 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
I I M L=0 A/=0 
[r!F .REF2 (7, Z) + 3*REF 1 (7, Z)] ZOF (K, M) 
+rIF .REF(7, Z)*ZOF2 (K,M) 
\!ZF 
X £ ABm {r /F .REF(7,Z).ZOF(^,M)} = Z,=0 M=0 
= OMEGA ( I , K ) ~ STRMFN ( I ,K) 
+ 
LM 
NRF NZF 
A.33a 
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where 
NRF NZF 
OMEGA(7,^) = Z Z B'lm {^•REF(/,Z>ZOF(A:,M)} 
L=0 M=0 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
STRMFN (7, AT) = £ £ ^ 
1=0 M=0 
'[r/F .REF2 (7, L) + 3-REF1 (7,1)] ZOF (K, M) + 
+r]F .REF (7, Z).ZOF2 (K, M) 
TSE of vorticity - stream function relationship at r = 0 is applied at collocation 
points along r = 0 , 0<z<b{K = \TVZT7 -1). 
WRF+1 NZF+1 
Z Z A4 M ( - l ) i {( -16L 2 )ZOF(7: ,M) + ZOF2(* ,M)} -
NffF NZF 
£ £ ABm (-1)L ZOF(7:,M) = A.33b 
L=0 M=o 
L=0 M=0 
= -vorti_ro(t:)+vort2_ro(t:) 
where 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
VORT1_RO(7:)= £ £ 4 M ( - l ) i { ( - 1 6 Z 2 ) Z O F ( ^ : , M ) + ZOF2(7:,M)} 
L=0 M =0 
NRF NZF 
VORT2_RO(£) = £ £ 4 {(-1)L ZOF(7:,M)} 
L=0 M=0 
TSE of vorticity - stream function relationship at z = 0 is applied at collocation 
points along z = 0, 0 < r <1(1 = 1NRF-1). 
NRF+1 NZF+1 \M 
z z ^ ( - i r ( 2 M + i ) 
1=0 M=0 
NRF NZF 
r / f -^ .REF(7 ,Z) ( -4M)(M + l) + 
b 
+rIF .REF2 (7, L) + 3-REF1 (7, Z) 
- Z Z ^ {r / F .REF(7,Z) . ( - l f (2M + 1)} = A.33c 
1=0 M=0 
= -VORT1_ZO(7) + VORT2_ZO(7) 
where 
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NRF +1 NZF*1 \M VORT1_ZO(/)= X X A'm{-\)M(2M + \) 
- J .REF ( / , Z) ( - 4 M ) (M +1) + 
b 
L=0 M=° [ +rIF*REF2(/,Z) + 3*REF1 (7, Z) 
NRF NZF . 
VORT2_ZO(7) = £ £ B'm { ^ . R E F ( 7 , Z > ( - l f (2M + 1)} 
1 = 0 A/=0 
TSE of vorticity - stream function relationship at (r, z) = (0, 0) is applied at one 
point (r, z) = (0, 0). 
NRF+l NZF+l f 1 1 
X I ^ ( - l ) i ( - i r ( 2 M + l) - L ( - 4 M ) ( M + l) + (-16Z2) -L=0 M= 0 J 
NZF 
- I S ^ H ^ - l f (2M + 1)= A.33d 
£=0 A/=0 
= - VORT1 ROZO + VORT2ROZO 
where 
NRF+1 WZF+1 f i VORT 1 R0Z0 = X X ^ ( - l ) ( " i r ( 2 M + l) - l ( - 4 M ) ( M + l) + (-16Z2) L=0 A/=0 lo J 
WfiF NZF 
VORT2ROZO = ZHB'lm ( - l ) L ( - i f ( 2 M +1) 
L=0 M = 0 
vorticity - stream function relationship at r = 1 is applied at collocation points along 
r = 1, §<z <b(K = \-^> NZF -1). 
NRF NZF 
L=0 M = 0 
AKF+1 WZF+1 [ j g 
E E a z ^ Z O F ^ . M ) } . 
£ J ] — Z 2 (Z 2 +2) .Z0F(^ ,M) + Z 0 F 2 ( ^ , M ) U A.33e 
L=0 M = 0 I 3 J 
= B C 7 A ( £ ) - B C 7 B ( £ ) 
where 
NRF+1 NZF+\ f 1 ] 
BC7A(^)= £ £ — Z2 (z2 +2).ZOF(i:,M) + ZOF2(A:,M) 
L=0 M=0 I 3 J 
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NRF NZF 
BC7B(£) {ZOF (K,M)} 
L=0 M =0 
TSE at z = 0 of "vorticity - stream function relationship at r = 1" is applied at one 
point (r ,z) = (1,0) . 
1=0 M=0 
NRF+1WZF+1 1 / : 1 
WfiF NZF . . 
S {( _ 1 ) ( 2 M + 0} = BC7A_Z0 - BC7B Z0 
• + 
A.33f 
L=0 M=0 
where 
NRF+1 NZF+l 
BC7A_Z0 = X X 4 ( - l f ( 2 M + l ) 
i = 0 M = 0 
TVfif WZF i v / v r , v 
BC7B_Z0 = X S ^ { ( - 1 ) M ( 2 M + 1)} 
i = 0 M =0 
vorticity - stream function relationship at z = b is applied at collocation points along 
z = b, 0 < r < l ( / = !—> NRF -\). 
NRF NZF 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
- z E m 
L=0 M =0 
LM 
X Z ^ ^ . R E F ^ Z ) } -
=0 M = 0 
r/F .REF2 ( / , I ) + 3.REF1 ( / , L) + 
+ (2M +1)2 T(2M +1)2 - l l . R E F ( / , Z ) 
3b L -I 
= BC8A(/) -BC8B(7) 
A.33g 
where 
WKF+1 NZF+l 
BC8A(/ )= X E Am 
L=0 M = 0 
rIF .REF2 (I, L) + 3-REF1 ( / , L) + 
+ +1)2 \(2M +1)2 - l l . R E F ( / , L) 
3b L J 
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NRF NZF 
BC8B(7) = j Z Z B ' l m {r/|r.REF ( / ,£)} 
L=0 M=0 
TSE at r = 0 of "vorticity - stream function relationship at z = 6" is applied at one 
point ( r ,z) = (0,Z>). 
NRF+1NZF+1 f f 1 r 
X X - 1 6 Z 2 + ^ ( 2 M + 1)2[(2M + 1) 2 -1 
L=0 M=0 
• + 
NRF NZF 
A.33h 
+ X X ^LM { ( - 1 / } = BC8A_R0-BC8B_R0 
L=0 M=0 
where 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
BC8A R0 = £ ^ ^ ( _ i ) i J - l 6 Z 2 + — ( 2 i l / + l ) 2 [ (2M + l ) 2 - l 
1=0 M = 0 
7VKF WZF 
BC8B_R0 = X X 5 w (-1) 
i = 0 A/=0 
vorticity - stream function relationship at Q, z) = (l,b) is applied at one point (r, z) 
(1 ,b). 
NRF NZF NRF+1 NZF+1 
1=0 M=0 1=0 M=0 I J J O L 
= 0 A.33i 
energy equation is applied at collocation points within 0< r < 1 and 0 < z <b 
(IT = 1 NRT, KT = 1 —» NZT ). 
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NRF+1 NZF+1 
I I " 
1=0 M=0 
M?7" NZT 
+Z I AC. £=0 A/=0 
[ 2 . R E T ( / r , l ) + r / r . R E T l ( / r , Z ) } 
.zoT(/s:r,i/).coNV4(/r,A:7)-
- r / r . R E T ( / r , l ) . Z O T l ( ^ r , M ) . C O N V 2 ( / r , ^ r ) 
RET (lT,LyZET\(KT,M)'CONW3(lT, KT) - 1 
-RETl(lT,LyZET(KT,M)'CONV\(lT,KT) + 
+RAT (IT, L)*ZET(KT,M) + RET (IT, Z)*ZET2 (KT, M) 
CONV1 (IT, KT)*CQiW2(lT, KT) -
-CONV3 (IT, KT)*CO~m4(lT, KT) 
+ 
Pr 
= A.34 
-COND(lT,KT) 
where 
RAT( / r ,L) = RET2(/ r ,Z) + R E T 1 ( / : r ' Z ' ) 
'IT 
Note that the following indeterminant operator at r = 0 needs to be examined using 
l'Hopital's rule. 
R E T l ( ^ r , I ) _ | i m l 7 g V ) 
'IT 
r-¥ 0 r—>0 
dr 
d_ 
dr (r) 
T$>( 0) 
_r(2) (°) = - 4 ( _ 1 ) L2 = RET2(A^7?r,Z) 
Therefore 
RAT (JVXr, Z) = 2.RET2 ( NRT, L) 
boundary condition if/ = 0 at r = 1 is applied at collocation points along r = 1 , 
0<z<b(K = l-+NZF-\). 
NRF+1 jVZF+1 
X X A ^ . Z O F ( / : , M ) = - B C l ( i 0 A.35a 
£=0 M= 0 
where 
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NRF+1 NZF+1 
BCl(tf ) = X X A'm.ZOV{K,M) 
L=0 M=0 
TSE at z = 0 of "boundary condition if/ = 0 at r = 1" is applied at one point 
( r ,z) = ( l ,0) . 
AWF+1NZF+1 , , 
E I ^ ( - l f ( 2 M + l) = -BCl_Z0 A.35b 
L=0 M=0 
where 
NRF+1 WZF+1 
BC1_Z0 = X X A'm | ( - l ) M (2M +1)| 
L=0 M=0 
^ ^ j i 
boundary condit ion—y-—— = Revz — F(z) at r = 1 is applied at collocation dr dr dz 
points along r = 1 , 0<z<b(K = \^> NZF -1). 
NRF+1NZF+1 1 /r W f l r NZT 
1=0 M=0 J L=0 M=0 A. joa 
= i?eFZ.BC2B (K) - BC2A(£) 
where 
NRF+1 NZF+1 
r 1 6 . 
L=0 M=0 
BC2A(7:)= £ £ ^ y L 2 ( L 2 + 2 ) Z 0 F ( ^ , M ) 
NZT 
BC2B(£) = X X C; m .ZEFI (^ ,M) .F (Z) 
l=O M=o 
TSE at z = 0 of "boundary condition — — — = i?eFZ — F(z) at r = 1" is applied or dr dz 
at one point (r, z) = (1,0) . 
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NRF+1 NZF+1 ( j g 
Z Z ^ ^ L 2 ( L 2 + 2 ) ( - l f ( 2 M + l) U 1=0 M=0 
Mff NZT N R T N Z T , \ 1 1 
+ z z a c - i) ( - 4 m 2 = A - 3 6 b 1=0 M=0 
= -BC2A Z0 + BC2B Z0 
where 
/VflF+l NZF+1 [ 1 zr 
BC2AZ0 = X X 4 J ^ L 2 ( L 2 + 2 ) ( - l f (2M + 1) 
1=0 M=0 I J J 
Wffr NZT f 1 1 
B C 2 B _ Z 0 = X Z C ; , J ( - I f ( - 4 M 2 ) I 
1=0 M=0 
boundary condition —— = 0 at z = 6 is applied using orthogonality along z = b 
dz 
(L = 0^NRF). 
NZF+\ 
£ AALM '(2M + \) = -BC3 (L) A.32 
M=0 
where 
NZF+\ 
BC3(L)= Z + 
M=0 
boundary condition y/ = 0 at z = b is applied using orthogonality along z = b 
(L = 0^NRF). 
NZF+X 
£ A4 / J W=-BC4(Z) A.37 
M=0 
where 
WZF+l 
BC4(Z) = X ^ 
A/=0 
boundary condition —=1-
dr \bj 
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a t r = l is applied at collocation points along 
r = l, 0<z<b(KT = l-> NZT ). 
NRT NZT 
Y £ AClm ) ZET (KT,M) = -BC5 (KT) +1 • 
L=0 W=0 
KT 
\ u / 
A.38 
where 
wzr 
L=0 M=0 
boundary condition T = 0 at z = b is applied using orthogonality along z = b 
(L = 0->NRT). 
NZT 
XAClm=-BC6(L) A.39 
M = 0 
where 
wzr 
b c 6 ( Z ) = X C ; m 
M = 0 
Above discretized and linearized governing equations and boundary conditions 
(A.28, A.32-A.39) comprise the linear system with unknowns A A m ' s , ABLM 's and 
AC m 's. Please refer to Figure 2.4.3 for a schematic layout of this linear system. 
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Appendix D Four-Variable Linear Stability Analysis Formulation 
The governing equations and boundary conditions for the linear stability analysis 
are derived by substituting normal mode representations 2.5.1a and 2.5.2a into Equations 
2.1.7a-i, and dropping terms that are satisfied by the base flow (Equations 2.2.5a-d and 
2.2.6a-h) or are of order s2. All remaining terms in the equations which are involved in 
the base flow (continuity, r-momentum, z-momentum, energy equation and the azimuthal 
component of the Ohm's law) will be multiplied by 
£-Real{exp(/li + im0)} B.la 
and the remaining equations (0 -momentum, conservation of charge, and the radial and 
axial components of Ohm's law) will have terms multiplied by 
/£-Real [exp(/il + im6)} B.lb 
After dividing terms B.la,b out, the governing equations for linear stability analysis 
are 
dv.i | v,i mvex | d^i = Q 
dr dz 
B.2a 
A v - a v " + — v rO 
dv 
dr 
1 + m dv r 0 
dr 
kh dvrX 2m 
— V — — H V - 2 vz0 ~ ^ 2 e\ dz dz r 
^ o 1; dPX , M2 . vzi —r- + n<* Jex dz or 
B.2b 
/? = - v . 
r d2v. si 
r\ r m dr 
r d2v, 
+ 
1 — rv r 0 
m 
dv, 61 1 + m 
•/»! v. dvm 
dr 
rr 2 • * 
2 \ 
— + ^ 
v rm my 
*e\ 
B.2c 
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Av,, = 
dr2 
• + -v, r 0 
dv. 
dr 
( 2 a ' m _ + 8 v l l 
yr2 dZ ; 
d v. z 1 
3z 
- v zl zO zO 5z 5r H 5z 
ar0 ar0 
V H V z l + dr dz Pr 
j ( t^T 1 aT „„2 "N 1 dT, ml 8% dT, dT, ,- + 1 +-
5r r dr r dz or oz 
J a 1 dr r r dz 
B.2f 
or 
m 
e\ Jei=—0i r Jz\ ~ ' 
M 
dz 
B.2g-i 
and the boundary conditions are 
v r i = 0 , 
dv, 
dr 
^-Vg, +m*Re¥ZT, =0 at r = 1 B.2j,k 
dr dz 
f \ z 
= 0, 
V"/ 
_ 
dr o, yrt=o at r = 1 B.21-n 
vh=°> v * i = 0 > v z i = 0 ' 7 ; = 0 , jzj=0 at z = 6 B.2o-s 
These equations are further reformulated in terms of four variables (v r , , vz,, T, and 
$ ) as following procedure. vg, is solved in terms of vr, and vzl from continuity equation 
(B.2a). vgi is then replaced anywhere it appears in Equations B.2b,c,g. jr,, jd, and jz, 
are substituted into the conservation of charge (B.2f) which gives Equation B.3c. P, was 
eliminated from the r and z momentum equations (B.2b,d) using the 0 momentum 
equation (B.2c). The energy equation (B.2e) remains unchanged (B.3d). 
The 4th order, 4-variable formulation of the linear stability analysis are 
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2 a y , . d Y 
dr4 
(m2-1) 
+ 6r-
dr 
• + ( 5 - 2 m 2 / V « 
2 , •vH — + 
2 dY, , d2v„ vo dr3 
- + 5r-
Sr2 
+ 
drzdzz 
v ; 5 r 
dr2 
drdz2 
fyo 
2m2 +1 dv 
dr 
• + 
•(1 - m 2 ) ^ 
dr 
dz2 
dv„ 
dr2 dr 
• + 
-v. z 0 
2 s Y , „ d Y • + 3 r-
+ 
34 2 d V i 
5r dz 
dr2dz drdz 
d3v. 
+ (1 -m2)^ 
dz 
dv zO 
dr 
.2 
drdz 
+ r-
( l - m 2 ) i 
dv 
dr dz 
- + ( 3 - m 2 ) 
drdz 
2m dv, 
dz 
• + r >*ZL + 2 r drdz 
dz _ 
dV 
+ 
dz 
-v rO dr dz drdz 
dv, r 0 
dz zO 
5VzO , ^zO - dv , 2 d
2v , 2r——+ r zJ-
dr dz2 dz dz drdz 
drdz2 
-Hazmr 
2 d2v„, „ dv. 
dr2 
• + 3 r-
dr 
• + ( l - m 2 ) i + 2 d
2vz 
drdz 
• + 2r 
dz2 
dz 
dz2 
B.3a 
d V 
- + 4r d
3v 
dr3dz dr2dz 
-Ha2 
dv 
+ 2 \ d
2vrX m2 m J —+ -
drdz 
1 gVrl | r2 5 
dz drdz 
+ r-
dz3 
2 52VH + r-dv rl 
Vo 
dz 
drdz dz 
'rl + 3r-2 d
2v„, „ dv„ 
+ -
dr2 
dv 
dr 
yr 0 
• + v. 
2 d3v„, „ d2v„, dv„ 
dr dz 
- + 3r-
- v zO 
drdz dz 
dY, d Y ' 
drdz 
- + r-
dz2 
z 0 
dr 
r 2 n dvz0 
dz drdz 
- + r-
dv 
dz 
+ 
dY, «j2 dv. 4 a4 zl m 2 d Vzl —+^- v z i — r dr r dz 
Ha2mr^ 
drdz 
B.2c 
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m or dr 
d <j>x 1 d^, m 
dr2 r dr 
1 r ) r _ m 
^ d> 
dz2 — ft r 
d2v. 
• + 2 
dv. 
drdz dz 
= 0 
+ 
B.3c 
dr0 dr0 Vrl Vzl + dr dz Pr 
~ l-i 
v dr2 r dr r2 1 dz 2 , 
dT dT yr 0 dr dz 
B.3d 
and the boundary conditions are 
v „ = 0 , A I + ^ l + A L dr2 dr drdz 
+ m2Re¥ZTl = 0 at r =1 B.3e,f 
dr dz \u / 
= 0 , ^ - = 0 , + = 0 at r = 1 B.3g-i 
dr dr dz dr 
v „ - 0 , r ^ L - 0 , v , = 0 , i ; = o , ^ = 0 
d z d z 
at z = b B.3j-n 
The following tables (Table D.l to Table D.4) show where and how governing 
equations and boundary conditions are applied. 
Table D.l Application of equations governing vr 
contributing equation application index location or summation range 
number of 
equations 
r-momentum (B.3a) interior collocation points including r = 0 and z = 0 
/ : 1 -> NR 
K:\^NZ 
NR'NZ 
vH = 0 at r = 1 (B.3e) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r,z) = (1,0) 
excluding (r, z) = (1 ,b) 
KA^NZ NZ 
dr dr drdz 
at r = 1 (B.3f) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r, z) = (1,0) 
excluding (r, z) = (1,Z>) 
K:l^NZ NZ 
vrl=0 at z = b (B.3j) orthogonality along z = b Z: 0 -» NR +1 NR + 2 
total constraints on vrX =(NR + 2)'(NZ +1) 
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Table D.2 Application of equations governing vzl 
contributing equation application index location or summation range 
number of 
equations 
z-momentum (B.3b) interior collocation points including r = 0 and z = 0 
I:\-tNR 
K:l->NZ 
NR'NZ 
dr dz \b J 
at r = 1 (B.3g) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r,z) = (l,0) 
excluding (r,z) = (l,6) 
K:1->NZ NZ 
r Vzl = 0 at z = b (B.3k) 
dz 
orthogonality along z = b Z: 0 -» NR NR + \ 
vzl = 0 at z = b (B.31) orthogonality along z = b L:0->NR NR + \ 
total constraints on vzl = (NR + \)'(NZ + 2) 
Table D.3 Application of equations governing Tx 
contributing equation application index location or summation range 
number of 
equations 
energy equation (B.3d) interior collocation points including r = 0 and z = 0 
7 :1 —> NR 
K:l->NZ 
NR'NZ 
RJ-T 
—L = o at r = 1 (B.3h) 
dr 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r, z) = (1,0) 
excluding (r,z) = (1,6) 
K:1->NZ NZ 
Tx=0 at z = b (B.3m) orthogonality along z = b L:0-+NR NR +1 
total constraints on Tx = {NR +1)«(NZ +1) 
Table D.4 Application of equations governing <j)x 
contributing equation application index location or summation range 
number of 
equations 
conservation of charge 
(B.3c) 
interior collocation points 
including r = 0 and z = 0 
7 :1 —» NR 
K:1->NZ 
NR'NZ 
dvrX dvzX d(f>x —r± + —— — m — ^ = 0 at 
dr dz dr 
r = l(B.3i) 
collocation points at r = 1 
including (r, z) = (1,0) 
excluding (r, z) = (1,6) 
K:l-> NZ NZ 
= 0 at z = b (B.3n) 
dz 
orthogonality along z = 6 L:0^NR NR +1 
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total constraints on ^ = (A7? + l)«(NZ + l) 
Table D.l to Table D.4 also determine the summation limits of the Chebyshev 
polynomials (Equations 2.5.4a-d and 2.5.5a-d). 
The four variables formulation for linear stability analysis (Equations B.3a-n) is 
discretized by substituting in the Chebyshev polynomials expansions (Equation 2.5.4a-d 
or 2.5.5a-d) and rearranging. The discretized governing equations and boundary 
conditions are listed below. 
r momentum equation 
VISC1 + VISC2 - v „INER1 ^ INER2 - v„INER3 ^ INER4 + r\) ZV •*»> 
or or 
+VISC3 + VISC4 - v„nINER5 + — ^ INER6 - v nINER7 — INER8 + r\) •*> Z U dz or Sv 
+ _£ l lNER9 - MHD1 = X (VISC5 + VISC6) 
B.4a 
where 
NR+1 NZ 
VISC1 = t m Y j J j A i m 
L=Q M=0 
(3) AM -1 T(2)_ 12L 
AM -1 
r0) 2L 71 2M(+l) 
NR+1 NZ 
L=0 M=0 
VISC2 = rMYjJjALM r.T$+{2M + \)T2 
.(i) 1 L J_T(
2) 
b2 2M(+1) 
NR+l NZ 
INER1 = R M J J Y AM 
L=0 M=0 
r.T}?+{3M + 2)T}2J + (2) 
2M +M, A i) 2L 2A/(+l) 
NR+l NZ 
L=0 M=0 
-0)' l2L l2M(+l) 
NR+l NZ 
L=0 M=0 
INER3 = r t f X E A l m r-L}? +{2M + \)T7 -0) l2L I rO) bI2M(+1) 
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NR+1 NZ 
I N E R 4 = rM X X Aim 
1 = 0 M=0 
r.r2 (?+M.r2 L ' 17-0) £ 2M(+1) 
M? WZ+1 r 
V I S C 3 = rM X X BLM P + R ( 3 M + 5 ) R2(? + ( 2 M + 1 ) ( M + 3 ) 1 1 
L=0 M=0 
J. 7-0) 5 2M(+1) 
WZ+1 
£=0 M=0 
J_r(3) ^Mf+l) 
Wfi WZ+1 
£=0 M=0 
I N E R 5 = ^ r2<F? +r(2M + 3)T^+M(M + 2)T2L 0) lyO) 2M(+1) 
Affi JVZ+1 
I N E R 6 = R W £ £=0 M= 0 2 M ( + 1 ) 
A« WZ+1 
INER7 = r M £ E ^ r2T$+r(M + 2)T2L £=0 M=0 
J_T(2) 
tf 12M{+1) 
AW JVZ+1 1 
£=0 M=0 
JVff NZ+1 
+ r ( M + 2)r2 i 
£=0 M=0 
IrO) 
b
1 2 M ( + \ ) 
NR NZ 1 
M H D 1 = R M H A 2 Y £ A * [ M - R ^ J - 7 2 2 ( + 1 ) 
£=0 M=0 
Wff+1 NZ 
£=0 M=0 
VISC5 = r M V y ^ r*T^+(2M + \)T2 -0) L £ 2M(+\) 
NR NZ+1 
£=0 M=0 
V I S C 6 = R M Y Y ^ r2.T$+r(M + 2)T2L IrO) b12M(+\) 
z momentum equation 
' V 
VISC7 + VISC8 - MHD2 - vr0INERl 0 — INER11 - vz0INER12 + 
dz 
^v A 
+ — I N E R 1 3 ^ INER14 + VISC9 + VISC10 + VISC11 + MHD3 + 
dr dz 
+vr0INERl 5 ^ INER16 + vz0INERl 7 + — ^ INER18 + MHD4 = 
dz dz 
= /l(VISC12 +VISC13) 
where 
NR+1 NZ 
VISC7 = r M X Z 4 M 
L=0 M=0 
r*T:+ (3 M +1) T£} +- (M - l)(2M +1) T2 . ( 2 ) 0) 2 L I rO) b 1 2 M { + 1 ) 
NR+I NZ 
VISC8 = 
L=0 M=0 
'r.T$>+M*T2L I J _ t W J . 3 
Wff+1 wz 
MHD2 = r M 7 7 a 2 X Z A M 
L=0 M=0 
'r*T$>+M'T2L lr(>) b l 2 M ( + \ ) 
NR+l NZ 
L=0 M=0 
r . r 2 ( ?+(2M + l > r « + 
M 
T j-1 2 L IrO) J, 22M(+l) 
NR+l NZ 
1=0 M=0 
r 4 2 ) + ( 2 M + l ) . 7 ; « + - r 2 i (0. 
M 
l2M(+l) 
NR+l NZ 
1=0 M=0 
'r*T$+M-T2L J_T(
2) 2^ 
A«+l NZ 
INER13 = r M X E ^ 
i = 0 M = 0 
M2 T 2 L l2M(+l) 
NR+l NZ 
L=0 M=0 
IrO) 
}, 2M(+I) 
WR WZ+1 
VISC9 = £ £ r2.72(2) + r (2M + 3)T$ + (2M -M2)T2L 
L=0 M= 0 
_ L t ( 2 ) ^2 2A/(+l) 
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NR NZ+1 
£=0 M=0 
(2) 2M + 1 (1) 72L + '2£ 2M(+1) 
WR WZ+1 1 
VISC11 
L=0 M = 0 
NR JVZ+1 1 
MHD3 = £ [ r 2 . r 2 i ] - 7 ^ 
£=0 M=0 
(2) 
^ 2M(+1) 
Affi NZ+1 
£=0 M=0 
21 ' x 2£ r 2 M ( + l ) ' 
r 2 . r 2 ( ?+r (M + 2)r2 i J_r(
2) 2^ J2M(+1) 
WR WZ+1 
£=0 M=0 
r2.T$+r(M + 2)T2L IrO) 
NR NZ+1 f - 1 , . r - . 1 
£=0 M=0 
(3) ^ 2M(+1) 
NR JVZ+1 f 1 
INER18 = X S ^ [M2 •-T2L ] - [r:2 .r2L ] T2 
£=0 M=0 
(2) y 2M(+1) 
WR NZ 
MHD4 = r M Ha 2 Y J Y. D iM-M 
£=0 M=0 
'r.TS+M.T2L I t W 
b
 12M(+l) 
NR+1 NZ 
VISC12 = ^ + M-T2L 
L=0 M = 0 
1^0) 2A/(+l) 
/VR /VZ+1 M X-1 V" 
VISC13 = r M 2 . 2 . £=0 M=0 
2M(+1) 
conservation of charge 
,M 
NR+1 WZ 
E E " £=0 M=0 
WR WZ+1 
£=0 M= 0 
T ( 2 ) 
2£ 
' " E E ^ r . 7 £ ) + ( M + 2)r2 
2M + 1 (i) 
2£ 
[2M(+1) 
- 7 ; (i) 
M NR NZ EEfl. 
L=0M=Q 
LM M 
(2) 2M + 1 (1) 
2£ + ^ 2£ 
2M(+1) 
1 
7 2 M ( + 1 ) +
 M'T2L b2 T2M{+\) = 0 
B.2c 
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energy equation 
NR+1 NZ f 1 I NR NZ+] 
1 
/ VIX T1 J\/L, 
L=0 M= 0 
+r M 
NR NZ 
E E C 
L=0 M=0 
LM 
dr r 
J _ 
Pr 
LM 
1=0 0 
37^ 
3z 
T T 2L 2M(+1) • + 
(2) 2M + 1 (i) 
2L i'> 2L 
"r 0 r
( 1 ) + — T 2L T a2L r 
T +T —T^ l-2M(+1) 2L y2 12M{+\) [ 
T _v I t I t W 12M(+l) zO | 2L ^ 2M(+1) 
M? NZ 
= rMsL 
L=0M=0 
B.4d 
boundary conditions at r = 1 
v r l = 0 
WR+l NZ 
L=0 A/=0 
B.4e 
dr dr drdz 
NR+l NZ '4 ^ 
— l}+ 2M -1 + M 2^M(+l) [ + 
L=0 A/=0 
Wfi NZ+1 f 1 . 1 NRNZ 
U m ^ e ^ O , r2M(+1) = 0 
L=0M=0 I 0 J L = 0 M = 0 
B.4f 
37: 
3r 3z 
= 0 
Wfl+l NZ 
E I ^ { ( 4 Z 2 + M ) r 2 A / ( + 1 ) } + 
1=0 A/=0 
1 - e x p - a 1 -
j 2 i 
Z X CLM }~^T2M(+1) f = 0 
L=0M=0 
B.4g 
NR NZ 
L=0M=0 
dvr. dv,. dfa A —— +——— tn —— = 0 
dr dz dr 
NR+1 NZ NR NZ+1 [ 1 
Y YALM ( 4 Z 2 + M - 1 
1=0 M=0 1=0 M=0 
AK WZ 
0) 
1 2M{+\) 
L=0M=0 
boundary conditions at z = b applied with orthogonality 
v „ = 0 
NZ 
M=0 
WZ+1 
WZ+1 
M=0 
v z l =0 
NZ+1 
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dr 
2 2 C u , { ( ^ 2 + m ) T 2 M [ + l ) } = 0 B.4h 
B.4i 
for Z: 0 -> AT? +1 B.4j 
dz 
for symmetric mode 
£ 5 , w ( 2 M + l)2 =0 for Z : 0 —»vVi? B.4k 
M=0 
for anti-symmetric mode 
J ] 5 l m M 2 =0 for Z: 0 NR B.41 
YjBlm=0 for Z:0 —»NR B.4m 
w=o 
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TX= 0 
E Q m = 0 for Z: 0 NR B.4n 
M= 0 
M = 0 
dz 
for symmetric mode 
NZ 
£ DMM2 = 0 f o r Z : 0 NR B . 4 o 
M=0 
for anti-symmetric mode 
NZ 
YJDLM(2M + 1) =0 f o r Z : 0 —» NR B . 4 p 
M=0 
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Appendix E Plots for Pr=0.02, Ha=50 at the Critical ReFZ=21,880 
with Anti-symmetric Mode Disturbances 
Throughout, red lines are zero contours. Red dots and dark blue dots mark 
maximum and minimum points, respectively. The flow grid is r x z = 70x100. The 
temperature grid is r x z = 40x40 . The regularization parameter a = 1000 . The 
stabilization grid is r x z = 40 x 60 . The height width aspect ratio b = 1 . 
Base Flow Contours 
The vorticity contours (Figure E.l) 
show that boundary layers develop near 
the free surface and the upper solid wall. 
Flow turns very fast near the corner 
(r ,z) = (l,l) as the extrema indicate. 
The contours are resolved smoothly due 
to vorticity being one of the variables in 
the 2nd order vorticity transport 
formulation. 
max=117652 @ (0.98, 1) min=-54614.9 @ (1, 0.97) 
Figure E.l Base flow vorticity 
contours (/V=0.02, Ha=50, at the 
critical /?eFZ=21,880) 
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Figure E.2 Base flow z and r velocity contours (Pr= 0.02, Ha=50, at the critical 
/?£fz=21,880) 
vz0 contours (Figure E.2) line up near the free surface shows the velocity boundary 
layer. The flow is accelerated by the thermocapillary effect reaching its maximum 
velocity near (r ,z) = (l,l). The negative vr0 region near this corner indicates how flow 
being forced to turn inward as it hits the top wall and then the radial motion is quickly 
suppressed by the Lorentz force. 
Because of J00 = -v r0 (Equation 2.2.4c), vr() contours effectively reveal jm 
behaviors. jgo is maximum near the upper right corner due to the strong electromagnetic 
induction in this region. 
Perturbations 
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max=1.01728 @ (0.82, 0.94) min=-0.343547 @ (0.77, max=0.303569 @ (1, 0.81) min=0 @ (0, 1) 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Figure E.3 Azimuthal electric current perturbation contours in 0 = 0 plane (left) 
and radial and axial electric current perturbations superimposed on the electric 
potential contours in 0 = tt/8 plane (right) (/V=0.02, Ha=50, at the critical 
Revz=21,880, anti) 
electric current 
perturbation path 
Q = nj 8 
<9 = 0 
= 1 5tt/8 
Figure E.4 electric current 
perturbation confined within a wedge 
(top view, not to scale, Pr=0.02, Ha=50, 
at the critical ReFz=21,880, anti) 
As predicted by Ohm's Law, 
electric current perturbations (Figure 
E.3 and Figure E.4) naturally arise due 
to velocity perturbations. Besides, a 
perturbation electric potential field 
(Figure E.4) also develops to satisfy the 
Ohm's Law. For example, near the free 
surface, jr = 0 (Equation 2.1.12b) and 
I l l 
vex * 0 (Figure 3.1.6). A electric potential gradient d^/dr develops to satisfy the radial 
component of the Ohm's Law jr = - dfi/dr + ve (Equation 2.1.7g). 
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Appendix F Plots for i>r=0.02 Ha=300 at the Critical Re¥Z=259,068 
with Anti-symmetric Mode Disturbances 
Throughout, red lines are zero contours. Red dots and dark blue dots mark 
maximum and minimum points, respectively. The flow grid is r x z = 125x135. The 
temperature grid is r x z = 80 x 80 . The regularization parameter a = 3000. The stability 
grid is r x z = 50x70. The height width aspect ratio b = 1 . 
Base Flow Contours 
max=1.88306e+06 @ (0.99, 1) min=-754612 @ (1, 0.9: 
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Figure F.l Base flow vorticity 
contours (Pr= 0.02, Ha=300, at the 
critical ReFZ=259,068) 
The large vorticity near the free 
surface and the top solid wall indicates 
strong velocity boundary layer develops 
for Ha = 300 (Figure F.l). 
Perturbations 
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max=0.312994 @ (0.9,0.96) min-1 .50676 @ (1, 0.54) max=5.63847fr05 @ (1,0.93) min=-8.85571e^>5 @ (0.92,0.42) 
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Figure F.2 9 velocity perturbations in 9 = 7t/8 plane (left) and temperature 
disturbances in 9 = 0 plane (right) (iV=0.02, #a=300, at the critical /?eIZ=259,068, 
anti) 
1/2 pi 
Figure F.3 Velocity (vectors) and temperature (contours) perturbations at the free 
surface (/V=0.02, Ha=300, at the critical /?£FZ=259,068, anti, hot perturbations: solid 
contours, cool perturbations: dot contours) 
For Ha = 0 ~ 300, the 9 velocity perturbations near the free surface are always in 
the negative 9 direction (out of the paper) in 9 = 71/(2m) plane, where m is the 
azimuthal wave number. The 9 velocity perturbation contours for Ha = 300 is listed as 
an example (Figure F.2). 
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Note that perturbation values between different Ha's are not comparable due to the 
infinitesimal factor s in the linear analysis (Equations 2.5.la,b). The perturbations are 
scaled such that vzl is set to 1 at certain point in the primary cell where vzl should be 
typically large. 
More plots for Pr = 0.02 Ha = 300 are listed below for reference. 
0.1 
0 
0 0 .1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 . 8 0 . 9 1 
r 
Figure F.4 Perturbation velocity vectors in 0 = 0 plane superimposed on base flow 
stream function contours (green: perturbation reinforces base flow, red: oppose. 
Pr=0.02, Ha=300, at the critical ReTZ=259,068, anti) 
m a x = 0 . 0 3 6 3 2 4 4 @ (0 .93, 0 .97) m i n = - 0 . 0 2 0 0 3 9 6 @ <1, 0 . 5 4 ) 
0 0 .1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 0 .7 0 . 8 0 . 9 1 
Figure F.5 Electric current perturbations superimposed on the electric potential 
contours in 0 = nf 8 plane (Pr=0.02, Ha=300, at the critical J?eFZ=259,068, anti) 
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Appendix G Plots for iV=0.001 Ha=50 at the Critical ReFz=13,015 
Throughout, red lines are zero contours. Red dots and dark blue dots mark 
maximum and minimum points, respectively. The flow grid is rxz = 40x60 . The 
temperature grid is rxz = 30x30. The regularization parameter a = 400. The stability 
grid is r x z = 40x60 . The height width aspect ratio b = 1. 
Base Flow Contours 
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Figure G.l Base flow vorticity 
contours (iV=0.001, Ha=50, at the 
critical ReFZ=12,925, sym) 
The base flow vorticity contours 
and extrema for Pr = 0.001 (Figure G.l) 
show smaller magnitudes than these for 
Pr = 0.02 (Figure E.l) due to smaller 
driving potential for Pr = 0.001. 
Perturbations 
Perturbation plots for Pr = 0.001 Ha = 50 are listed below for reference. Note that 
perturbations' magnitudes are not comparable between different Pr's or Ha's due to 
arbitrary scaling. 
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Figure G.2 Velocity (vectors) and temperature (contours) perturbations at the free 
surface (JFV=0.001, Ha=50, at the critical ReFZ=12,925, sym, hot perturbations: solid 
contours, cool perturbations: dot contours) 
Figure G.3 Perturbation velocity vectors in 0 = 0 plane superimposed on base flow 
stream function contours (green: perturbation reinforces base flow, red: oppose. 
/V=0.001, Ha=50, at the critical ReFZ=12,925, anti) 
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Figure G.4 Azimuthal electric current perturbation contours in 6 = 0 plane (left) 
and radial and axial electric current perturbations superimposed on the electric 
potential contours in 6 = tt/1 2 plane (right) (Pr=0.001, Ha=50, at the critical 
ReFZ=12,925, anti) 
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Appendix H Spurious Eigenvalues in Stability Analysis 
In the linear stability analysis (Section 2.5), unstable systems are identified by 
positive leading eigenvalues. However, some positive eigenvalues (usually with very 
large magnitudes) emerge as "spurious eigenvalues", which have nothing to do with 
instabilities. It is crucial to identify them from the legitimate eigenvalues to correctly 
predict the stability of the system. 
Expected infinite large eigenvalues 
Due to homogeneous boundary conditions in the stability analysis, 
(NT-3xNRxNZ) eigenvalues are of infinite large magnitude, where NT is the total 
number of eigenvalues. Most of them are found by the stability analysis code. The 
remaining few can be identified easily by their much larger magnitudes compared to 
other eigenvalues. In an example for Pr=0.02, Ha=300, m=3, iteFz=250,000, anti-
symmetric perturbation mode (Table H.l), the stability analysis predicts that 4106 
eigenvalues are infinite. The stability analysis code catches 4102 eigenvalues of infinite 
magnitude. The other four are found as one very large real positive eigenvalue, one real 
negative eigenvalue with very large magnitude and one pair of eigenvalues with very 
large real and imaginary parts. The large positive eigenvalue does not indicate stability of 
the system, therefore it is spurious. 
Table H.l Expected largest eigenvalues (in bold) are spurious. (Pr=0.02, Ha=300, 
M=3, /?£HZ=250,000, anti-symmetric perturbation mode, stability grid 
NRx NZ=50x 70, eigenvalues in real part decending order, eigen solver: DGGEV in 
LAPACK) 
K 
5.18E+12 0 
-15.25 0 
-953.95 0 
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-1008.93 43.38 
-1008.93 -43.38 
-9.22E+08 0 
-9.37E+08 0 
-9.81E+08 0 
-4.67E+11 5.10E+12 
-4.67E+11 -5.10E+12 
-4.58E+12 0 
Inconsistent eigenvalues on different grid sizes 
In this example for /V=0.001, Ha=50, m= 1, ReFz=8,500, symmetric perturbation 
mode (Table H.2), one complex eigenvalue pair shows up on a 30x40 stability grid, but 
goes away on a 28 x 28 grid. Other eigenvalues agree well between two grids. Legitimate 
eigenvalues are independent of stability grid resolution. This indicates the leading 
eigenvalue complex pair on grid 30x40 is spurious. 
Table H.2 Inconsistent largest eigenvalue pair (in bold) on different grids is 
spurious. (Pr=0.001, Ha=50, m=l,i?£Fz=8,500, symmetric perturbation mode, 
igenvalues in real part decending order, eigen solver: RGG in EISPACK) 
NR x NZ = 30 x 40 
K A, 
67.40 -4,398.64 
67.40 4,398.64 
-53.68 0 
-88.79 0 
-145.58 0 
-231.33 0 
-332.69 0 
-362.04 0 
-389.09 164.90 
-389.09 -164.90 
-399.35 38.65 
-399.35 -38.65 
NR x NZ = 28x28 
Ar A, 
-53.36 0 
-88.75 0 
-145.55 0 
-231.31 0 
-332.83 0 
-361.92 0 
-389.09 164.81 
-389.09 -164.81 
-399.44 38.83 
-399.44 -38.83 
Spurious eigenvalues due to numerical errors 
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In the test case for 7V=0.001, Ha=0, m= 1, symmetric mode perturbation (Table 
H.3), one complex pair of eigenvalues of positive real part emerges for /?epz=l ,000, but 
not for ReFZ=850. TO determine if they are spurious, shifted inverse iteration is carried 
out assuming this complex pair are unstable eigenvalues of the system. vrX perturbation 
contours are plotted as shown in Figure H.l. The checker board pattern has no physical 
justification, but is rather an oscillation of a single mode in each direction between 
collocation points, which clearly shows that the complex pair is spurious. Also, the 
Chebyshev polynomial coefficients of vrl do not decay exponentially (Figure H.l) as in 
legitimate cases (Figure 3.4.2), confirming a failure of the numerical technique. 
Table H.3 Spurious eigenvalue pair (in bold) identified by shifted inverse iteration 
(iV=0.001, Ha=0, m=1, symmetric perturbation mode, inverse iteration grid 30 x 40) 
stability analysis 
^®stable=850 
K A, 
- 3 2 . 6 6 1 3 . 1 4 
- 3 2 . 6 6 - 1 3 . 1 4 
- 8 7 . 7 5 1 0 0 . 6 4 
- 8 7 . 7 5 - 1 0 0 . 6 4 
- 1 1 4 . 7 9 3 8 . 6 8 
- 1 1 4 . 7 9 - 3 8 . 6 8 
- 1 2 0 . 3 3 6 7 . 3 2 
- 1 2 0 . 3 3 - 6 7 . 3 2 
- 1 2 5 . 3 9 1 5 9 . 0 0 
- 1 2 5 . 3 9 - 1 5 9 . 0 0 
- 1 4 6 . 1 9 7 , 9 2 7 . 2 4 
- 1 4 6 . 1 9 - 7 , 9 2 7 . 2 4 
stability analysis 
^eunstable= 1 , 0 0 0 
K 
350.47 7,542.09 
350.47 -7,542.09 
- 3 4 . 6 1 9 . 2 6 
- 3 4 . 6 1 - 9 . 2 6 
- 9 4 . 5 8 1 1 0 . 7 5 
- 9 4 . 5 8 - 1 1 0 . 7 5 
- 1 1 3 . 4 6 5 6 . 5 9 
- 1 1 3 . 4 6 - 5 6 . 5 9 
- 1 2 9 . 3 5 1 7 5 . 3 1 
- 1 2 9 . 3 5 - 1 7 5 . 3 1 
- 1 4 0 . 0 4 7 2 . 1 5 
- 1 4 0 . 0 4 - 7 2 . 1 5 
shifted inverse iteration 
fl<2neu.ral=884.39 
^ n e u t r a l , R 
X 
neu t r a l , / 
- 5 9 . 5 0 7 , 8 3 7 . 7 0 
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Figure H.l vrl perturbation contours and coefficients associated with a spurious 
eigenvalue (Pr=0.001, Ha=0, m=1, symmetric perturbation mode) 
Perturbation contours can also be plotted from the initial brute force (rgg or 
DGGEV) stability analysis to check if eigenvalues are spurious or not. One example is 
shown in Table H.4 and Figure H.2. Because the shifted inverse iteration is performed 
after the stability analysis, this provides a way to find spurious eigenvalues early. 
Table H.4 Spurious eigenvalue (in 
bold) identified by perturbation 
contours from stability analysis 
(/V=0.001, Ha=200, m=1, /teFz=59,579, 
symmetric perturbation mode, 
stability grid 30 x 40) 
K k, 
61469.23 0 
8 2 2 2 . 0 7 1 . 9 0 E + 0 5 
8 2 2 2 . 0 7 - 1 . 9 0 E + 0 5 
- 2 0 1 . 1 8 0 
- 2 2 8 . 2 0 0 
- 2 7 1 . 1 9 0 
- 3 3 3 . 4 7 0 
- 4 1 6 . 1 0 0 
- 5 2 1 . 2 8 0 
- 6 5 0 . 6 7 0 
- 8 0 4 . 8 5 0 
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r 
Figure H.2 vr] perturbation contours 
associated with a spurious eigenvalue 
(Pr=0.001, Ha=200, m=1, #eFZ=59,579, 
symmetric perturbation mode, 
stability grid 30 x 40) 
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Appendix I Sub-critical ReFz - Ha Curves and Values 
In order to find the critical Re fz, disturbances with a wide range of azimuthal wave 
numbers are tracked for both the "anti-symmetric mode" and the "symmetric mode". For 
each test (one wave number m and either symmetry mode), a "sub-critical Re fz" can be 
found. Then, the critical Re fz is the lowest among all sub-critical i?eF z 's. 
Sub-critical curves for Pr=0.02 (Figure 1.1) and /V=0.001 (Figure 1.2) provide 
insight into the transitions to different disturbance modes. For example, the sub-critical 
curves for 7V=0.02 (Figure 1.1, upper left) shows how the critical wave number changed 
from m=2 to m= 3 then m=4 as Ha=0~50. Besides, the sub-critical Re fz for symmetric 
disturbance mode increases more rapidly comparing the anti-symmetric mode, in other 
word, the base flow is more likely to transition to the anti-symmetric disturbance mode. 
Sub-critical Re^z values for Pr=0.02 and ZV=0.001 are tabulated as Table 1.1, Table 
1.2 and Table 1.3, respectively. The lowest Re FZ'S for the same Ha and the same 
disturbance symmetry are bolded. The critical Repz are underlined. 
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Ha Ha 
Ha 
Figure 1.1 Sub-critical curves forPr=0.02 
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Table 1.1 Sub-critical Re fz values for Pr=0.02 
Ha 
m=l m=2 m=3 
anti 
m=4 m=5 m= 6 
sym 
m=l m=2 m=3 
0 1.546.58 1,618.42 
5 1.842.97 2,041.81 
10 2,629.52 3,098.39 
15 4,291.10 4.187.74 4,978.35 
20 6,946.57 5.671.88 8,337.20 
25 10,653.30 7.800.11 8,964.73 14,980.91 
30 10.501.11 10,642.13 
40 15,575.20 
50 25,513.47 21,914.83 24,545.29 
60 29.168.06 30,544.57 
70 36.961.68 37,672.75 
80 44.999.40 45,250.00 
90 53.316.88 53,583.48 
10 0 61.747.38 62,263.88 
110 70.289.58 71,229.01 
120 79,037.36 80,562.15 
150 105.776.82 109,765.83 
200 162,032.06 153.945.51 
250 204.740.95 225,107.28 
300 263,317.80 259,068.47 293,492.96 
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Figure 1.2 Sub-critical curves foriV=0.001 
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Table 1.4 Comparision of critical Re fz values using two formulations (7V=0.02, b=1, 
refer to Figure 3.4.1 for plot) 
Ha 2
nd order vorticity transport 4th order stream function 
critical Refz critical Rerz ma 
0 1,546.58 2 1,546.58 2 
5 1,842.97 2 1,843.29 2 
10 2,629.52 2 2,628.98 2 
15 4,187.74 3 4,189.39 3 
20 5,671.88 3 5,673.04 3 
25 7,800.11 3 
30 10,501.11 3 10,502.99 3 
40 15,575.20 4 15,593.58 4 
50 21,879.55 4 21,942.16 4 
60 29,168.06 4 29,155.60 4 
70 36,961.68 4 36,979.92 4 
80 44,999.40 4 45,080.71 4 
90 53,314.55 4 53,311.07 4 
100 61,733.03 4 61,779.49 4 
Ha 
Figure 1.3 Critical Revz - Ha curves for /V=0.02 and Pr=0.001 
For a fixed Ha , the critical Re fz value for Pr = 0.001 is well below that for 
Pr = 0.02 . Although this is caused by many factors, the definitions of Pr and Re?z may 
be important reasons. Because Pr ~ l/k* (Equation 2.1.8b), small Pr corresponds to 
large thermal conductivity k* . And large k* leads to small Re fz, due to 
Re¥Z ~ AT* ~ l/k* (Equation 2.1.10e). 
